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Abstract
In 3D visualization, real-time rendering of high-quality meshes in complex 3D environments is still
one of the major challenges in computer graphics. New data acquisition techniques like 3D mod-
eling and scanning have drastically increased the requirement for more complex models and the
demand for higher display resolutions in recent years. Most of the existing acceleration techniques
using a single GPU for rendering suffer from the limited GPU memory budget, the time-consuming
sequential executions, and the finite display resolution. Recently, people have started building com-
modity workstations with multiple GPUs and multiple displays. As a result, more GPU memory is
available across a distributed cluster of GPUs, more computational power is provided throughout
the combination of multiple GPUs, and a higher display resolution can be achieved by connecting
each GPU to a display monitor (resulting in a tiled large display configuration). However, us-
ing a multi-GPU workstation may not always give the desired rendering performance due to the
imbalanced rendering workloads among GPUs and overheads caused by inter-GPU communication.
In this dissertation, I contribute a multi-GPU multi-display parallel rendering approach for complex
3D environments. The approach has the capability to support a high-performance and high-quality
rendering of static and dynamic 3D environments. A novel parallel load balancing algorithm is
developed based on a screen partitioning strategy to dynamically balance the number of vertices
and triangles rendered by each GPU. The overhead of inter-GPU communication is minimized by
transferring only a small amount of image pixels rather than chunks of 3D primitives with a novel
frame exchanging algorithm. The state-of-the-art parallel mesh simplification and GPU out-of-
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Real-time rendering is a major component in computer graphics. In many research and industrial
areas, such as computer-aided design (CAD), manufacturing, video game development, scientific
visualization, and virtual reality, the rendering of complex 3D geometric data sets in real-time is
fundamental in interactive applications. Engineers, scientists, or game players need to interact
with 3D models from any angle by moving the mouse and pushing a button to zoom in or out for
close-up or long-distance views. Due to advances in 3D modeling, data acquisition, and simulation
technologies, 3D data sets continue their explosions in both quantity and complexity. It has become
common that a 3D model consists of millions, even hundreds of millions of vertex and triangle
primitives. In order to achieve efficient storage management, vertices and triangles are usually
grouped in objects. An object is a self-contained and fully functional design part. To have a
complete description of the design, the model may contain thousands, or hundreds of thousands,
of such objects, just like Kenneth Wong stated in his article [162] that, “Before, if you’ve got
1,000 parts, that was big. Now, we’re talking about assemblies with 10,000, 15,000 or hundreds of
thousands of parts. That has become the norm.”
Interactive data visualization results in new discoveries. It reveals patterns and significance in data
that people may otherwise have missed. A satisfactory interactive experience requires rendering
performance to be at an interactive frame rate (e.g. 20 frames per second or above [10]), but
achieving high rendering performance for a large data set is challenging because it is time-consuming
to convert a huge amount of triangles into pixels on the screen at each time a frame being rendered.
In the past two decades, with the rapid improvements on graphics hardware, graphics processing
units (GPUs), as a massively parallel architecture and a commodity computing platform, have
1
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been praised for the significant performance increase at a low cost and the capability to perform
general-purpose parallel computations. Many visualization applications for large data sets have
been redesigned with GPU-friendly parallel implementations, such as examples mentioned in [16,17].
In recent years, the motherboard in a workstation can be configured with multiple PCI Express
(PCIe) slots that enable the installations of two or more graphics cards. This configuration can
increase the overall system performance by distributing workloads across multiple GPUs. Also, with
additional GPU display ports, multiple display monitors can be connected, so that rich information
embedded in the large data set can be rendered at higher resolutions, as they should deserve.
Hence, designs of a scalable real-time rendering system using multiple GPUs and multiple dis-
plays supporting the rendering of complex 3D environments will benefit the manufacturing and
visualization area in achieving high performance and high resolution rendering results efficiently.
1.1 Motivation
Nowadays, as human-computer interaction studies improve, people need not only static rendering
results but highly interactive experience and high display resolution of the complex 3D data set. For
instance, mechanical engineers may want to modify some parts of an automobile design interactively
and immediately see the changes; scientists may want to change parameters in a simulation and see
the updated data rendering immediately. 3D data sets are usually represented as a set of triangles,
where each triangle is composed of three vertices defining their positions in 3D space. Triangles
are interconnected with shared vertices and edges. As a result, the set of triangles forms a mesh
topology that describes the structure and shape of an object.
Over the last two decades, the evolution of GPU architectures has resulted in billions of processing
transistors per chip and allow to launch of millions or even billions of threads (fine-grained paral-
lelism) to process a massive amount of elements simultaneously. GPUs are optimized for single-
instruction multiple-data (SIMD) operations. The graphics rendering pipeline in modern GPUs has
been developed to support parallel execution of the standard rasterization algorithm [3, 134, 154],
where all triangles can be shaded and then converted into pixels with fine-grained triangle-level
parallelism. This rendering pipeline requires vertices and triangles to be transferred from CPU
main memory to GPU memory before they can be rasterized. As the data set grows, GPUs suffer
memory size limitations. In comparison to the size of CPU main memory, GPU memory is much
smaller. For example, the common CPU memory of a commodity workstation is 64 GB, but the
common memory of a GPU is only 8 GB. Thus, a large data set that can be stored in CPU memory
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OpenGL 3D graphics hardware: f(P) = 1/P
Visibility-guided rendering: f(P) = 1/log(P)
Figure 1.1: The performance comparison between traditional rendering and visibility culling meth-
ods. [81]
may not fit into GPU memory. In such cases, data has to be transferred in multiple passes, and the
GPU has to render the data in each pass with a separate drawing call. Because data transfers and
drawing calls have to be executed at each time a frame is being rendered, the system will suffer a
lot on performance, or it may even fail the rendering.
To reduce the transferred data size and avoid having multiple passes when transferring data in
multiple passes, GPU-based acceleration techniques have been proposed, such as adaptive level-of-
detail (LOD) methods [31, 32, 71, 129], visibility culling methods [9, 62, 150] and GPU out-of-core
streaming methods [22,33,57,128,168], to reduce the amount of data to a size that is small enough
to fit into GPU memory and able to send in a single pass, while maintaining the visual fidelity of
the rendering. In particular, LOD methods reduce the geometry complexity of the objects that are
far away from the camera; visibility culling methods reduce the complexity of the rendered scene
by rejecting the objects that locate out of the camera view. Both acceleration techniques increase
the rendering performance by reducing the total amount of triangles in the rendering pipeline, as
shown in Figure 1.1. Therefore, the amount of data in the entire scene can be reduced and retained
in the GPU memory.
The number of polygons that contribute to the rendered image is limited by the total number
of pixels available on the display. Although the acceleration techniques can improve the GPU’s
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(b)
(a)
Figure 1.2: Examples of complex 3D models. (a) is an array of 20 duplicated UNC Power Plant
model composed of approximately over 120 million vertices and 254 million triangles organized
in over 3 million objects. (b) is a large crowd rendering composed of 30,000 animated characters
containing over 100 million triangles.
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ability to handle a data set larger than the GPU memory capability, with a single GPU, the display
resolution may not provide a sufficient number of pixels to represent the rich information in the
complex data set. The highest display resolution is bounded to the maximum number of pixels
that the display monitor provides. However, even if each triangle is rasterized to one-pixel size, in
theory, only a maximum of 8.3 million triangles can fit on a 4K screen (3840 × 2160 pixels). The
screen has far less than enough pixels to display the large model composed of hundreds of millions
of triangles.
There are two types in a typical complex 3D environment — static scene and dynamic scene.
For example, a static scene usually composed of a large-scale of massive 3D polygon models, as
shown in Figure 1.2 (a), and a dynamic scene usually composed of a large number of animated
characters or objects distributed in the scene, as shown in Figure 1.2 (b). Both of the two types have
the difficulty of rendering efficiently because of the limited memory capability of a single GPU and
limited resolution of a display monitor, in this dissertation, I spent my efforts to research on parallel
algorithms and data management methods that can take hardware advantages of a multi-GPU
multi-display rendering system for the complex 3D environment. The total size of GPU memory
is increased and distributed across multiple GPU cards in this system. Each GPU may drive one
or more display monitors so that together they form a large tiled display. The delivered system
supports the task of rendering the complex 3D environment composed of hundreds of millions of
triangles at highly interactive frame rates.
1.2 Challenges in Multi-GPU
Researchers have studied parallel rendering methods with multiple GPUs recently. The advan-
tage of using multiple GPUs is that the size of available GPU memory, display resolution, and
computational power can be increased. The workload and task to render a large data set can be
to distributed among multiple GPUs, and the rendered image can be projected to a large tiled
display, where each tile is one display monitor connected to a single GPU device. However, the
state-of-the-art solutions do not achieve the computational power and display resolution increasing
proportionally to the number of GPUs installed.
In this section, I describe three research challenges that I believe are important computing issues
in multi-GPU based visualization applications as well as for parallel computing in general.
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Load Balancing Among GPUs
The first and most important problem that needs to be addressed in a multi-GPU system is how to
balance the workload distributed among GPUs. When using multiple GPUs to increase the total
graphics memory, the workload among GPUs needs to be balanced at each time that a frame is
being rendered. An imbalanced workload may affect the performance or even fail the rendering
tasks. For example, it is very common to see that a large number of objects are rendered to a
small region on the screen while other regions are empty. The GPU that deals with more workload
and more rendering tasks might need more computational power, and therefore this causes other
faster GPUs to stay idle. In an extreme case, one GPU may have to process the entire data set
that exceeds the memory capacity, which will fail the whole rendering process. For an interactive
rendering application, interactions from the users may create an unpredictable imbalanced workload
if they rapidly move the camera or zoom in and out repeatedly. The parallel rendering system can
distribute the rendering workload equally in some simple static image rendering tasks. However,
in most of the interaction rendering tasks, the system has to redistribute workload among GPUs
in every frame dynamically.
Inter-GPU Communication
By distributing data among GPUs, the entire scene is no longer abided by a single GPU. A frame
rendered by a GPU may need to be displayed on the display monitor that is connected to a different
GPU. Thus, all GPUs in the system need to communicate with each other and transfer data from
one GPU to another at run-time. However, transferring the entire or partial geometry data is very
time-consuming. The current existing GPU does not have enough bandwidth to transfer such large
data. Parallelizable tasks usually incur a non-parallelizable overhead [7]. In a parallel rendering
system, people have to struggle with the additional performance overheads caused by inter-GPU
communication and synchronization. Such overheads become more significant as the number of
GPUs and the display resolution increase.
Interactive Rendering with Acceleration Integration
In a complex 3D scene, it is not necessary to render the fine details of objects when they are far away
from the camera’s viewpoint. Reduce the complexity of the occluded and long-distance objects
can save computational power. Many solutions have been implemented successfully on a single
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GPU. However, migrating the traditional acceleration techniques from a single GPU to multiple
GPUs is a challenge. The complexity of 3D models is difficult to determine due to the different
transformation matrices and different data locations among GPUs. Integrating state-of-the-art
parallel LOD, visibility culling and GPU out-of-core techniques into a multi-GPU multi-display
system has not been successfully addressed.
1.3 Contribution
In this dissertation, my research work will contribute to the fields of high-performance graphics,
massive model rendering, and multi-GPU based parallel computing. The outcome of this work
is to advance the state-of-the-art by optimizing the use of distributed GPU memory without the
requirement of data replication, exploring the potential of novel technology to improve the rendering
performance and increase the resolution. In particular, I conduct multi-GPU multi-display research
on commodity workstations, in which each GPU connects to one or more display monitors, and
together to form a large tiled display at low costs. The system enables the per-GPU per-display
setting and can process and render large 3D data sets in a fine-grained parallel scheme, without the
requirement of using complex hierarchical data representations. The system has good scalability
to allow an arbitrary number of GPUs to handle the data set efficiently with a growing number of
vertices and triangles.
The following contributions are presented as part of this dissertation:
1. Improving the rendering performance by balancing the workload among GPUs
before the rendering stage of each frame. In order to fully utilize the computational
power and available memory of each GPU, I present a novel load balancing algorithm to
dynamically partition the entire data set based on certain view-dependent criteria in order
to fully utilize the computational power and available memory of each GPU in the system.
This algorithm is able to help to improve the overall performance of the rendering system by
ensuring the amount of data (vertices and triangles) handled by each GPU is balanced. In
particular, the algorithm finds a partitioning line on the screen to balance the amounts of
data appearing on the partitioned portions of the screen. Each GPU only needs to load and
render the data appearing on one portion of the screen. The execution of this algorithm is
efficient and does not counteract the performance increased from the load balancing.
2. Minimizing the cost of inter-GPU communication by reducing the amount of data
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transferred between GPUs. The key idea to minimize the inter-GPU communication cost
is to reduce the amount of transferred data. Although the PCIe bus for transferring data
from one GPU to another GPU is slower than other hardware solutions in terms of the data
transfer throughput, it is still the state-of-the-art technology that allows each GPU to retain
unique (non-replicated) data elements. However, a brute-force data transfer will lead to a
large overhead on the PCIe bus. I develop an algorithm that allows a GPU to transfer only a
small portion of the rendered frame, rather than the full-frame or geometry data, so that the
overhead of inter-GPU communication can be reduced. Comparing to the size of the original
data, a portion of the rendered frame is much smaller, composed of a small amount of pixels.
3. Integrating parallel level of detail, visibility culling and out-of-core acceleration
techniques in the multi-GPU multi-display rendering system. Loading and rendering
only visible objects at a simplified but visually-satisfied level of complexity is an important ac-
celeration technique for real-time rendering. I employ a suitable GPU-friendly data structure
to enable parallel LOD, visibility culling, and out-of-core techniques for multi-GPU rendering
system, without using complicated hierarchical data representations. Invisible or unneces-
sary objects and geometry primitives will be eliminated from the rendering pipeline. Visible
objects will be appropriately simplified according to certain view parameters and streamed
from CPU main memory to GPU memory with a frame-coherent strategy while maintaining
high visual fidelity of the rendering.
4. Supporting rendering of both static and dynamic 3D environment in high per-
formance and high resolution. Rendering multiple types of 3D data is necessary for a
rendering system. The multi-GPU multi-display rendering system I present has the ability to
render both static CAD models and the dynamic animated crowd. I also thoroughly evaluated
the performance and efficiency of the system in detail.
1.4 Organization
The remaining part of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives an introduction
to the topic of parallel rendering. State of the art is reviewed. Chapter 3 presents a novel screen
partitioning load balancing algorithm that dynamically distributes the workload among GPUs
and an efficiency inter-GPU communication method that only transfers a small portion of the
rendered frame to reduce the overhead. Chapter 4 presents a multi-GPU multi-display rendering
system to render an extremely complex 3D environment. The system is featured with GPU-friendly
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performance and scalability techniques, including inter-device load balancing, coherence-based GPU
out-of-core, and parallel level-of-detail. Chapter 5 presents a large dynamic crowd rendering system
with integration of the feature of level-of-detail, load balancing, and frame exchanging using multiple
GPUs. The system shows that the proposed multi-GPU multi-display system has the ability to
render both static and dynamic 3D environments. Chapter 6 concludes the work presented in this
dissertation and propose future work.
Chapter 2
Multi-GPU Rendering Tools and
Methods
As the complexity of 3D models keeps increasing, the complex 3D environment’s data size and the
computational power for rendering such scenes are exploding. The benefit of scalable memory size
and resolution provided by parallel rendering with multiple GPUs approaches have attracted many
researchers. A variety of approaches and systems built on the foundation of multi-GPU have been
developed. In this chapter, I will review the state-of-the-art solutions for parallel rendering with
multiple GPUs.
2.1 Solutions with Distributed Clusters or Supercomputers
Distributed clusters or supercomputers are used to solve big data problems. They are usually
used for diverse heavy scientific and general-purpose computing applications, rather than focusing
on visualization applications. Recently, Ahrens et al. [2] proposed to add separate visualization
nodes in a distributed computing system to display result images. The visualization nodes have
to communicate with the main nodes to fetch the result images. Grosset et al. [59] introduced
a GPU-based image compositing algorithm to reduce the communication time between nodes in
the supercomputers for scientific visualization. Bethel et al. [15] discussed the challenges and
efforts to maintain the visualization infrastructure on supercomputers. In general, establishing
and Maintaining supercomputers usually require a large investment in human resources and funds.
Wagstaff stated in his article in TIME.com [156] that “Aside from the $6 to $7 million in annual
10
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energy costs, you can expect to pay anywhere from $100 million to $250 million for design and
assembly, not to mention the maintenance costs.”
Distributed clusters or supercomputers are normally more complicated to use than commodity
desktop workstations. Distributed clusters or supercomputers are not suitable for visualization and
interaction tasks due to the nature of batch mode executions. A significant amount of additional
effort would be needed to modify the architecture of the supercomputer if intending to make it
capable of visualization and interaction. Alternatively, GPUs installed in normal, off-the-shelf
desktop workstations have the potential to provide competitive computational power at vastly
lower costs. The recent GPU computing technologies have been praised not only for the significant
performance increase but also for the capability to perform both graphical and general-purpose
computations.
2.2 Hardware Solutions
Hardware solutions utilize specialized devices or acceleration hardware chips on GPUs to improve
the GPUs’ efficiency when executing the standard graphics rendering pipeline. Recently, bridging
circuit boards have been developed to directly connect GPUs in order to improve the data com-
munication efficiency between GPUs. Instead of transferring the GPU data back to the CPU main
memory and then transferring it to another GPU through PCIe buses, the data can go through a
faster and direct path on the bridge board plugged between the two GPUs.
NVIDIA SLI [121] and AMD CrossFire [6] are popular bridging circuit boards commercially avail-
able for parallel rendering with multiple GPUs in a single workstation. Their design idea is similar.
They configure GPUs as one hardware entity using the circuit board. As a result, multiple GPUs
installed on the motherboard are able to share the workload at the run-time of the system. When
the SLI or CrossFire is enabled, one GPU has to be treated as the master device; and other GPUs
become workers. After receiving rendering results from the workers transferred through the bridge,
the master GPU combines the results and displays the composited image on the screen. This
master-worker configuration mainly supports two types of rendering modes in both brands: (1)
Split Frame Rendering (SFR) and (2) Alternate Frame Rendering(AFR) [120]. In AFR, as shown
in 2.1 (a), each GPU renders the entire screen in a successive order of frames. For example, in a
dual-GPU configuration, one GPU renders the odd number of frames, and the other GPU renders
the even number of frames. After a GPU finishes the rendering task, the rendered result is sent
to the master GPU, and then the master GPU displays it on the screen. In AFR, the master
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Figure 2.1: The example of two rendering modes in SLI. (a) is the Alternate Frame Rendering
(AFR) mode. (b) is the Split Frame Rendering (SFR) mode.
GPU does not need to perform the image composition task. In SFR, as shown in 2.1 (b), the
master analyzes the rendered image and splits the screen into multiple regions where each region
can be handled by a worker GPU. For example, in a dual-GPU system, the render target may be
divided vertically or horizontally. Each GPU responds to a half region of the whole scene. After all
GPUs (including all workers and the master) finish the rendering of their regions, worker GPUs’
rendered results are sent to the master GPU. Then, the master GPU combines the rendered results.
However, these techniques with SLI or CrossFire can not configure a workstation with a per-GPU
per-display setting. Only the master GPU is capable of driving display monitors. Thus, the full
display resolution is limited by the maximum resolution of the display monitor connected to the
master GPU. Furthermore, these techniques do not expand the total size of the GPU memory.
They require the same vertices and triangles to be replicated to each GPU. This means that the
available memory for storing the original data is not increased.
We can see that, with SLI or CrossFire, the computational cost can be reduced by distributing the
workload among GPUs, but the available memory and display resolution are not increased due to
the requirement of data replication and the use of a master-worker configuration. Such limitations
on memory and display resolutions make the SLI and CrossFire not suitable for the large model
rendering applications, which want to use multiple GPUs and multiple displays.
NVLink [48,119] is a successor of NVIDIA SLI. It is a high-bandwidth communication interface for
high-speed GPU-GPU data transferring. NVLink eliminates the master-worker configuration in SLI
and enables direct peer-to-peer communication among up to four GPUs in a single workstation.
When using an NVLink circuit board, each GPU is allowed to drive a display monitor. The
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bandwidth path in NVLink is much more efficient than the PCIe bus between CPU to GPU and
also GPU to GPU interconnection [94]. For example, a Tesla V100 features 6 NVLink slots for
connecting with three other GPUs at a total GPU-GPU bandwidth of up to 300 GB/s. However,
the NVLink technique is enabled only on specific and high-cost GPU devices, including Quadro,
Tesla, and Geforce RTX 2080 cards. Similar to SLI, data replication is required by default on
NVLink. NVLink does not provide a programmable interface for software developers to easily
optimize its usage for data management on GPU memory. This limitation restricts the flexibility
in developing customized multi-GPU solutions.
2.3 Middleware Solutions
Middleware is a software layer that gives the operating system access to the applications [55]. In
a visualization application, the middleware usually provides an intermediate layer that enables
the communication and management of data between GPUs and the visualization applications.
Unlike hardware solutions, middleware solutions can control the GPU configuration and distribute
workloads without being involved in the hardware’s rendering pipeline.
Eilemann [37] wrote a white paper that summarizes middleware solutions for parallel rendering,
including OpenGL Multipipe SDK [18], Chromium [73], Equalizer [40, 41], Omegalib [45], and
CAVELib [122]. OpenGL Multipipe SDK (MPK) is a scalable rendering toolkit that implements
an effective parallel rendering API to manage the graphics applications in the shared-memory
rendering system. It provides a high-level abstraction layer to graphics applications so that they
can achieve low-level optimizations. While MPK has the advantage of flexible programming, it
only available for a single application on a single node workstation.
Chromium is a cluster-based rendering system, which is based on WireGL [72]. It packages the
graphics API commands and provides stream filters to arrange the graphics accelerators [63]. The
rendering calls are forwarded to appropriate target GPUs according to different configurations
of cluster nodes. The Chromium offers the flexibility of customized implementations but shows
scalability bottlenecks because of the serialized streaming calls through multiple nodes. The follow-
up system ClusterGL [117] tries to reduce network latency by compressing data but still does not
hit the principle structural bottlenecks.
Equalizer [40] is a state-of-the-art parallel rendering framework designed for scalable and flexible
multi-GPU configuration for distributed cluster-based parallel rendering system as well as the single







































Figure 2.2: Illustration of Equalizer. (a) is an example of Equalizer application. (b) is an example
of an execution flow for Equalizer applications.
shared-memory workstation. It distributes the rendering tasks in parallel on multiple rendering
channels, as shown in Figure 2.2 (a). Equalizer offers a transparent layer for controlling rendering
resource allocation through a compound tree structure for the GPUs configuration. A client-server
model is employed in the framework. A server launches and controls the distributed rendering clients
based on a user-provided configuration file at the initialization stage. The clients are responsible for
the rendering task and have access to GPUs ( see in Figure 2.2 (b)). Recently, Equalizer 2.0 [41] has
been released, and it comes with new performance and scalability features for multi-GPU rendering,
such as tiles and chunks rendering and virtual reality support. In particular, Equalizer 2.0 optimizes
the inter-GPU communication layer for the data composition. As a generic rendering platform,
Equalizer provides various multi-GPU rendering methods, including sort-first 2D rendering, sort-
last dynamic balancing rendering, stereo rendering, and multilevel decompositions. However, the
biggest limitation of the Equalizer is that it does not have an efficient way to represent and distribute
data on GPUs. For example, vertices and triangles have to be represented and managed in a
hierarchical data structure, such as bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) [91, 137] and k-d tree [14].
Storing a scene in a hierarchy may require much more memory and much more processing time than
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vertices and triangles. For example, in my experiment, it takes more than 20 minutes to build the
k-d tree for a scene composed of 15 duplicated Power Plant models and occupies a double memory
size of the original vertices and triangles data. Also, the traversal of a hierarchy structure usually
leads to large memory footprints for each thread. Moreover, Equalizer targets on the applications
of static model rendering, so it lacks the capability to render dynamic or animated scenes.
Omegalib is a framework that provides an abstraction layer for the immersive 2D-3D applications
development. It also offers event handling for multiple heterogeneous devices. CAVELib is a soft-
ware API to develop virtual reality applications in Cave Automatic Virtual Environments (CAVEs).
The original CAVE [28] was introduced with a cube projector-based display driven by a distributed
system. It requires a large physical space to set up. The display resolution of a CAVE is limited by
the projectors’ resolution. CAVE2 [46] improves the display resolution by using a cylindrical setup
of cubic LCD screens instead of projectors. It utilizes the Omegalib as the core graphics imple-
mentation and Equalizer as the display controller to achieve the hybrid reality environment. Since
CAVEs only targets on the multi-display development and uses other middleware as the graphics
core, it does not avoid the normal requirement of data to be replicated to each computing node
of the distributed system and involves an intensive computation on the CPU. Also, there is not a
scheme to balance computational tasks among the computing nodes.
2.4 Software Solutions
While the hardware and middleware solutions discussed in Chapter 1 are well developed and are able
to achieve the real-time rendering demand, these solutions have the common issues of the hardware
limitations and difficulty of programming. Researchers have made many efforts on designing parallel
rendering systems using multiple GPUs on software solutions.
One pioneer work in parallel rendering was proposed by Whitman [158]. In that work, a parallel
algorithm took the advantages of locally cached memory and increased execution efficiency. The
fundamental concept of parallel rendering was proposed by Crockett in [27]. The work examined
different types of parallelism available in computer graphics applications and discussed the com-
mon issues in designing parallel renderers, such as coherence, load balancing, decomposition, and
communication.
Graphics pipeline for rendering consists of a geometry processing stage where input geometry
primitives are projected to the image plane and a rasterization stage where the projected primitives
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are converted into pixels. In the geometry processing stage, each graphics processor is assigned by a
set of primitives in parallel. In the rasterization stage, portions of pixels are assigned to processors
for calculation. Since the modeling and viewing transformations are arbitrary, an object can fall
anywhere on the screen. Thus, the rendering process can be considered as a sorting problem:
how are those geometry primitives transferred into pixels? The sorting always happens in three
locations of the rendering pipeline: during the geometry processing stage, in the middle of the two
stages and during the rasterization stage. Parallel rendering approaches can be classified into three
categories [111] based on the ”sorting” location in the graphics pipeline : sort-first, sort-middle,
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Figure 2.3: The three sorting categories in parallel rendering described in [111]. (a) is the sort-first
approach, (b) is the sort-middle approach, (c) is the sort-last approach.
A sort-first approach partitions the screen into disjoint regions and redistributes primitives to
those regions before the scree-spaced parameters are known. A sort-middle approach happens in
the middle of the geometry processing and rasterization stage. It redistributes parallel processed
geometry to different rasterization units. A sort-last approach happens during the rasterization
stage. It distributes the rendered-frame, which are the pixels and then compositing them together
to form the rendering result.
2.4.1 Sort First Rendering
A sort-first approach is also called tile-sort algorithm. It happens during the geometry processing
stage. Each graphics processor operates an entire graphics pipeline and is responsible for rendering
a 2D tile of the final view. The common issue in sort-first approach is the load balancing among
each processor. The objects may locate in several small regions and the workload exceed the








Figure 2.4: The example of software solution implemented by Equalizer [38]. (a) is an example of
sort-first approach implemented using 2D Compound in Equalizer. (b) is an example of sort-last
approach implemented using DB Compound in Equalizer.
computational power of the corresponding graphics processors. An example of a sort-first approach
implemented in Equalizer using 2D Compound is shown in Figure 2.4 (a).
The sort-first algorithm includes the following steps.
1. Objects are assigned to processors arbitrarily.
2. Processor computes the screen-space bounding box of the objects assigned to it and determines
their respective tiles in screen spaces.
3. Redistribute objects to the appropriate processors.
4. Perform the remaining geometry-processing and rasterization calculations for the objects.
Samanta et al. [139] introduced a sort-first parallel rendering system running on a PC cluster. Each
processor of the system rendered a balanced workload corresponding to a virtual tile on a projector.
Abraham et al. [1] proposed a sort-first method along with a time-guided load balancing strategy.
At each frame, the display node partitions the screen into several rectangular tiles. The rendering
time of each node is recorded at each frame. The screen partitioning position of the current frame
is adjusted according to the rendering time spent on the previous frame. The data set is replicated
across all renderer nodes. Allard and Raffin [5] utilized hardware shaders to perform sort-first
parallel rendering tasks on networked PCs but without considering load balancing issues. Moloney
et al. [112] described a scalable sort-first algorithm for dynamic load balancing. The data set
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was evenly divided into uniform bricks and distributed between nodes based on the pre-calculated
rendering cost on each pixel. Liu et al. [98] proposed a decoupled parallel rendering approach, which
separated the rendering stage and compositing stage by adopting a data-partitioning strategy that
assigns an arbitrary data portion to each GPU rendering the full-frame. Gao et al. [51] presented
a multi-frame prediction algorithm aimed to solve the unstable and sudden changed situation that
leads to the unbalanced workload issue. They gathered feedback of multiple frames together to
predict the optimized workload distribution strategy among GPUs. However, the prediction in
their approach needed a collection of sequence frames and could not handle the other issue in load
balancing which is the data streaming issue caused by the sudden camera changing.
The main features of sort-first approach are redistributing the objects at the beginning and pro-
cessors can only render a portion of the screen with the entire rendering pipeline. However, the
sort-first approach could result in an imbalance loading issue. The objects may clump into regions
and workload may fall onto a few processors. This limits the scalability due to the parallel overhead
caused by objects rendered on multiple tiles [111,114].
2.4.2 Sort Middle Rendering
Sort-middle approach happens between the geometry processing stage and the rasterization stage.
In a sort-middle approach, the two stages are usually processed on different processors. The prim-
itives are arbitrarily distributed to geometry processors and then sent to the rasterizaion stage
after transformation calculations. At each frame, the geometry processor classifies the transformed
primitives based on their located regions and distributes them to the appropriate rasterizers. Al-
though the sort-middle idea is natural and simple, it requires a large computation and high speed of
communications, which is not easy to solve in a multi-GPU system. Williams and Hiromoto [160]
proposed a sort-middle approach to the Chromium cluster rendering system. The graphics proces-
sors only have the rasterization stage in their implementation. The geometry processing stage was
moved to the CPU. The approach is suitable for cluster systems but not for the shared-memory
workstation because the movement of the large computations to CPU would lead to an overhead
and become the bottleneck of the rendering system. Laine and Karras [88] designed a software
rendering pipeline on GPU. It optimized each rendering stage of the pipeline by using separate ker-
nel operations. Sort-middle mechanisms are always implemented in a customized graphics pipeline
recently [83], because of the flexible programming ability and the ease of the procedure control.
Kenzel et al. [82] designed a customized software graphics pipeline on GPU. They used a global
sort-middle tiled approach by performing dynamic load balancing between the geometry processing
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stage and the rasterization stage.
However, modern GPUs have an internally optimized vertex and fragment processing in parallel
which results in the sort-middle approach is not suitable for parallelism among multiple GPUs. In
particular, driving multiple GPUs distributed across a network of a cluster does not lead to an
efficient sort-middle solution as it would require interception and redistribution of the transformed
and projected geometry after primitive assembly [138]. When the tessellatoin ratio is high, the
communication requirements remain high. And also, there is still a load imbalance issue between
rasterization processors if objects are distributed unevenly over the screen space. Thus, parallel ren-
dering for multiple GPUs always exploits sort-first or sort-last methods rather the sort-middle [159].
2.4.3 Sort Last Rendering
The sort-last approach happens during the rasterization stage. It decomposes the rendered primi-
tives arbitrarily across all graphics processors. Each processor transforms the primitives into pixel
values and then transfer or exchange these values to other processors to composite them into the
final rendering image. However, the compositing step is computationally expensive because of the
large number of pixels. For high quality and high-resolution rendering system, such computations
would result in a high data transferring overhead. An example of a sort-last approach implemented
in Equalizer using DB Compound is shown in Figure 2.4 (b).
Moreland et al. [113] presented a sort-last method for the parallel rendering of large data sets on
a tiled display. Their method evenly distributed polygons among all processors in a PC cluster
and composed the rendered images for each tile. Wang et al. [157] divided the screen into tiles
and removed the compositing stage from the pipeline by using a “compositeless” algorithm. In
their approach, the screen is divided into tiles, and each GPU is assigned with the data in the
corresponding tile. Erol et al. [44] presented the cross-segment method for load balancing. Their
method evaluated the computational time of each GPU spent on the rendering of previous frames
and assigned more rendering tasks to the GPUs that had less computational time so that all GPUs
could be balanced in terms of computational time. Larsen et al. [90] presented a strategy for multi-
image compositing in sort-last rendering. Their method targeted on speeding up the performance
in situ visualization. Eilemann et al. [39] analyzed the asynchronous parallel rendering system
on hybrid Multi-GPU clusters and evaluated the optimizations for improving the scalability of
the system. Steiner et al. [147] distributed rendering tasks to client nodes with work packages
for a dynamic load balancing objective. The nodes pull the work packages from a centralized
queue at their own need. Their method is adapted to either sort-first and sort-last rendering. The
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composition step in sort-last approach is expensive due to the large amount of pixel data processed.
For a high-quality, high-resolution image rendering, this could result in a huge interconnect network
overhead [113].
Chapter 3
Screen Partitioning Load Balancing
Algorithm
While Chapter 2 briefly reviewed the state-of-art approaches in multi-GPU rendering, the major
challenge of dynamically balancing distributed workload among GPUs has not been addressed yet.
In this chapter, I will present the detail of my novel parallel load balancing algorithm to dynamically
partition the entire data set.
3.1 Dynamic Load Balancing
Evenly partitioning the screen and mapping the partitioned regions to display monitors cannot
balance the triangle amounts in those screen regions. While the camera changes its position and
orientation during the run-time, the number of triangles in one screen region could be significantly
larger than those in other screen regions; and consequently, this leads to a severe load imbalanced
issue. The load balancing algorithm aims to find an appropriate partitioning position so that
for objects projected on the partitioned regions of the screen, the number of triangles in each
partitioned screen region can be balanced.
The load balancing algorithm takes the view frustum and the triangle counts in objects as input.
Each GPU executes an instance of the algorithm. The view frustum corresponds to the full screen
projected on the entire tiled display, so all GPUs have the same input view frustum. The triangle
counts in objects are presented in an array structure, denoted as T , where Ti is the number of
21
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triangles of the ith object. The load balancing algorithm crops the view frustum into a sub-
frustum for the GPU and correspondingly modifies the values of the T array for the GPU. As a
result, only the objects inside the sub-frustum of the GPU will remain their triangle counts in the
T array. In other words, if the ith object is outside the sub-frustum of the GPU, the algorithm will
change Ti to zero.
The sub-frustums of all GPUs may be in different sizes, but their triangle counts are balanced.
The balancing process is performed in screen space on the near plane of the view frustum. We
first introduce the idea of screen and frustum strips in Section 3.1.1. We then describe the load
balancing algorithm and its parallelization in Section 3.1.2.
3.1.1 Screen and Frustum Strips
The first step in this method is to partition a screen. The essential operation of screen partitioning
is to specify a partitioning line, which cuts through the screen either horizontally or vertically. The
choices to specify a partitioning line are limited to the screen resolution. For example, given a dual-
GPU workstation with the 1×2 configuration for their monitors, the full-screen will be partitioned
vertically. If the screen resolution of each GPU is 1024 × 768 pixels, the full-screen resolution is
2048× 768 pixels. Thus, there are a total of 2048 possible partitioning lines, with each at one pixel
on the width dimension. On the near plane of the view frustum, those partitioning lines produce
screen strips, which are small screen regions of the same size. Then, we use the screen strips to
subdivide the view frustum into frustum strips, which are small truncated pyramid volumes created
from the screen strips and the viewpoint position of the camera. Like the example illustrated in
Figure 3.1, the screen is evenly partitioned into four screen strips, and correspondingly four frustum
strips are created.
We define a parameter called stripNum, ranging in (2, Q), to control the number of frustum strips
on each screen axis, where Q is the total number of pixels along this axis. A higher value of
stripNum gives more and narrower strips, and the load balancing algorithm can, therefore, use
them to produce a finer balancing result.
3.1.2 Load Balancing Algorithm and Parallelization
The goal of the load balancing algorithm is to find an appropriate partitioning line so that for the
objects projected on the partitioned regions of the screen, their triangle counts are balanced. In
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The screen on the near 
plane of the view 
frustum
Figure 3.1: Four frustum strips generated by evenly partitioning the screen into four regions. The
red rectangle on the near plane is the bounding rectangle of the projected object’s bounding volume.
a multi-GPU rendering system, GPUs are hierarchically grouped into a binary search tree. This
requires a repetitive execution of a partitioning operation in order to progressively update the
modified triangle counts T (denoted as T ′) and sub-frustums in descendent tree nodes, as shown
in Algorithm 1. The number of partitioning operations that a GPU should perform is equal to the
depth of this GPU (the corresponding leaf node) in the tree. In order to ensure all GPUs receive
the balanced workload, the intermediate partitioning operation for a non-leaf node is weighted
based on the number of GPUs that its two child nodes contain. Here, we introduce a term for
such weighting called balRatio, so we have balRatio = ParInfoi.nclParInfoi.ncr , where i is the ith partitioning
operation that associates to the non-leaf node. After each iteration of screen partitioning, the
value of balRatio needs to be recalculated (see line 4 in Algorithm 1). The partitioning operation
takes the computed balRatio, the sub-frustum, bounding volumes of objects, and triangle counts
as input, and then finds the screen partitioning position (p-pos of this non-leaf node (see line 5 in
Algorithm 1). As a result after all iterations of screen partitioning, we obtain an array of p-pos
values, where each p-pos value corresponds to the result of a screen partitioning operation.
Here, we want to explain the single step algorithm executed at each iteration of screen partitioning.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the execution of the algorithm using an example composed of 16 frustum
strips and 10 objects. Note that the triangle count of each object is already known and retrieved
from Ti. The GPU allocates two arrays in the memory whose sizes are equal to the number of
frustum strips. The first one is called Start array, denoted as S; and the second one is End array,
denoted as E. Si is the sum of triangle counts of the objects intersecting with the ith strip, and
this ith strip must be the first strip the objects intersect with. Ei is also the sum of triangle counts
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Figure 3.2: An example of the load balancing algorithm for a non-leaf node in the GPU tree. A
total of 10 objects are projected on the screen. The stripNum is set to 16. Assume that the
number of GPUs in two child nodes of this non-leaf node is same , so that the value of balRatio is
equal to 1.0.
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Algorithm 1 Load balancing executed according to the GPU’s depth in the GPU Tree
Balancing(
Input: V iewFrustum, BoundingV olumes, T , stripNum, depth;
Output: T ′, an array of p-pos)
1: T ′ ← T ;
2: sub-frustum ← V iewFrustum;
3: for the ith level of the depth do
4: balRatio← ParInfoi.nclParInfoi.ncr ;
5: {T ′, p-posi, sub-frustum} ← SingleStepPartitioning(sub-frustum, BoundingV olumes,
T ′, balRatio, stripNum);
6: end for
of the objects intersecting with the ith strip, but this ith strip must be the last strip the objects
intersect with. In Figure 3.2, we have S3 = T1 + T9 because only Obj1 and Obj9 use the third strip
as the first intersected strip. If an object crosses the left boundary of the screen, we assume the
first strip is the left-most strip (e.g., Obj3 in Figure 3.2). Similarly, if an object crosses the right
boundary of the screen, we assume the last strip is the right-most strip (e.g., Obj8 in Figure 3.2).
Algorithm 2 shows the single step of screen partitioning with object-level parallelization. The
algorithm returns the modified triangle counts T ′, the screen partitioning position (p-pos), and the
sub-frustum that will be used by the next level of partitioning. The value of p-pos is a normalized
value ranging in [0, 1]; so if the value of p-pos is equal to 0.5, it indicates the view frustum is
divided at the middle. The algorithm first needs to find out the strips that an object interests. As
shown in Figure 3.1, the intersection test is performed in screen space using the bounding rectangle
of the object’s projected bounding volume. According to the theory of perspective projection
in computer graphics, if the bounding rectangle of an object intersects with a screen strip, the
bounding volume of this object will intersect with the corresponding frustum strip. We parallelize
the execution of Algorithm 2 by assigning one object to one GPU thread. Each thread finds the x-
value range or y-value range of the bounding rectangle, uses them to identify a continuous sequence
of overlapped screen strips, and then updates corresponding elements in the array S and E (lines
3-7 in Algorithm 2). It is possible that multiple threads access the same element in S or E. For
example, multiple objects may start intersecting with the same frustum strip. To avoid such a race
condition, when the thread is updating an array element, we use atomic functions from CUDA to
prevent interference from other threads.
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Algorithm 2 A Single step of screen partitioning with object-Level parallelization
SingleStepPartitioning(
Input: V iewFrustum, BoundingV olumes, T , balRatio, stripNum;
Output: T ′, p-pos, sub-frustum)
1: Initialize S, E, Diff, p-pos;
2: BoundingRectangles← compute the bounding rectangles in parallel;
3: for ith element in BoundingRectangles in parallel do
4: Find the range of intersected screen strips → [min,max];
5: Smin += Ti;
6: Emax += Ti;
7: end for
8: S ← Prefix sum of S;
9: E ← Postfix sum of E;
10: for ith element in Diff in parallel do
11: if Si or Ei == 0 then
12: Diffi ← +∞;
13: else
14: if i == 0 then
15: Diffi ← +∞;
16: else




21: index← find the Diff element having the minimum value in parallel;
22: p-pos ← index/stripNum;
23: sub-frustum ← compute the sub-frustum using V iewFrustum and p-pos;
24: for ith element in BoundingV olumes in parallel do
25: if ith BoundingV olumes is outside sub-frustum then
26: T ′i ← 0;
27: else
28: T ′i ← Ti;
29: end if
30: end for
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After array S and E are generated, Algorithm 2 applies the prefix sum to S and the postfix
sum to E (lines 8-9). The implementation is done with CUDA Thrust library [12]. As a result,
each element in S contains the total number of triangles to its left (including the element itself);
and each element in E contains the total number of triangles to its right, as shown in the third
step in Figure 3.2. We compute an array of ratio difference, denoted as Diff , which is equal to
||Si−1Ei − balRatio||. We then find the minimum value in the array Diff . The strip index whose
corresponding element in Diff has the minimum value is used to compute the value of p-pos. (see
lines 10-22 of Algorithm 2). The sub-frustum is generated based on the value of p-pos. At the
end, Algorithm 2 modifies T ′. If the object is outside the sub-frustum, the object’s corresponding
element in T ′ is set to zero (see lines 24-30 of Algorithm 2).
3.2 Frame Exchanging between GPUs
In order to minimize the inter-GPU communication cost, the size of transferred data must be
minimized. In the rendering pipeline, after the rendering stage, all the rendered results from each
GPU are generated as the pixel values and stored into framebuffers. The framebuffers are used
to exchange and composite screen regions among GPUs. The data transferred among GPUs are
the RGB pixels instead of the triangle or vertices. The screen region of each GPU is calculated
by the depth of that GPU in the GPU tree. The final result is composited by combining different
framebuffers from the GPUs. Advancing the state-of-the-art hardware solutions, the rendered result
in each GPU can be directly displayed on the corresponding monitor without waiting for the master
GPU to composite and send it back. In the remaining of this section, we will present the frame
exchanging method.
The screen region rendered by a GPU is denoted as the pixel index range of [(xmin, ymin), (xmax,
ymax)]. The recorded partitionMethod (“vertical” or “horizontal”) in each element of ParInfo
indicates the configuration relationship between the GPUs in the current node and the GPUs in the
sibling node. Such relationship is one of enumeration types of {“left”, “right”, “top”, “bottom”}.
We denote this relationship as RS. Algorithm 3 shows the process to find the screen region that
needs to be rendered by a GPU. Initially, the size of the screen region of the GPU is set to the
full-screen size. At each screen partitioning operation, a boundary of the screen region is modified
by using the corresponding element in the array of p-pos. (see lines 5-15 of Algorithm 3).
At the end of the algorithm, the GPU sends the potions of the screen region that should be displayed
on other GPUs. In the meantime, the GPU receives the screen regions which are rendered by other
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Algorithm 3 Determine and send screen portions that need to be displayed by other GPUs
ExchangingScreenRegion(
Input: depth, an array of RS, an array of p-pos;
Output: T ′, xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax)
1: xmin ← 0;
2: ymin ← 0;
3: xmax ← width;
4: ymax ← height;
5: for the ith level of the depth do
6: if RSi == “left” then
7: xmax ← (xmin + (xmax − xmin)× p-posi);
8: else if RSi == “right” then
9: xmin ← (xmin + (xmax − xmin)× p-posi);
10: else if RSi == “bottom” then
11: ymax ← (ymin + (ymax − ymin)× p-posi);
12: else if RSi == “top” then
13: ymin ← (ymin + (ymax − ymin)× p-posi);
14: end if
15: end for
16: Check intersection between the screen region of [(xmin, ymin), (xmax, ymax)] and other GPUs’
display regions;
17: if there are intersections then
18: Send intersected portions of the screen region to other GPUs, on which they should be
displayed;
19: end if
20: Receive the portions of the screen regions which are rendered by other GPUs but should be
displayed by this GPU;
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Figure 3.3: An example of identifying the GPU2’s screen region that it should render. There are
a total of eight GPUs. GPUs and their display monitors are configured with the column-major
order. They are grouped into a binary search tree that has three tree node levels (log2 8 = 3), as
the GPU tree shown in the left image. In the right image, the red screen region will be rendered by
GPU2. (a) is the vertical partitioning line with the ratio to partition the full screen. The first-level
node that GPU2 belongs to obtains the screen region of [(0, 0),(x(a), height)]. (b) is the vertical
partitioning line with the ratio to partition the screen region generated from (a). The second-
level node that GPU2 belongs to obtains the screen region of [(x(b), 0), (x(a), height)]. (c) is the
horizontal partitioning line with the ratio to partition the screen region bounded between (a) and
(b). GPU2, which is now at the leaf level, obtains the screen region of [(x(b), y(c)),(x(a), height)].
GPUs but should be displayed on its display monitor (see lines 16-20). Figure 3.3 illustrates
an example showing the frame exchanging among 8 GPUs. The arrows indicate GPU2 transfers
portions of the rendered screen region to GPU4, GPU5, GPU6 and GPU7.
We use framebuffers to exchange and composite screen regions among GPUs. The data transferred
among GPUs are RGB pixels. Each GPU is assigned with N framebuffers, including one full
screen-size framebuffer to hold the rendered frame and (N −1) monitor-size framebuffers to receive
the screen portions from other GPUs. In the extreme case that one GPU renders the full screen,
the GPU has to send a monitor-size framebuffer to all other GPUs.
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Figure 3.4: The execution sequence of components in our approach illustrated with two GPUs.
3.3 System Overview
Figure 3.4 illustrates the general execution sequence of components in our approach. At the initial-
ization, the GPU Configuration component organizes GPUs of the system into the form of a binary
search tree (see Section 3.4). Each GPU is controlled by a CPU core and connects to a display
monitor. Each CPU core is controlled by a process. The GPUs conduct to both general-purpose
computation and standard triangle rasterization tasks. We also compute a bounding volume for
each object of the model. Bounding volumes are used by the Load Balancing component at the
run-time. In order to render the model, bounding volumes, vertices, and triangles are sent to the
GPUs at the initialization, and then they are kept in the GPU memory.
During the run-time, the Load Balancing component identifies appropriate screen partitioning
positions and updates the number of triangles that would be rendered on the GPU it serves for (see
Section 3.1). The Rendering component renders the triangles assigned to the GPU into pixels and
stores them in the GPU’s Framebuffers. In the Frame Exchanging component, for the GPU that
renders the screen region larger than the region it displays, it sends the extra screen regions to
other GPUs (see Section 3.2). The Display component presents the composed rendering results to
the display monitor that the GPU connects to.
The GPUs may finish the Frame Exchanging component asynchronously due to differences on
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Figure 3.5: A GPU tree example of six GPUs in the format of 2× 3. (a) shows the building of the
tree. The nodes in the red zone are in accordance with the results of vertical screen partitioning.
The nodes in the blue zone are in accordance with the results of horizontal screen partitioning.
Each leaf node in the green zone contains a single GPU. (b) shows the first ParInfo of GPU4,
where the values are recorded from the split of the root node.
rendered frame sizes and inter-GPU communication time. In our approach, the GPU-GPU Syn-
chronization is done through shared memory. It forces faster GPUs to wait until all GPUs finish
their rendering tasks, and ensures the rendered frame is composed properly on the GPU before it
can be displayed.
3.4 Multi-GPU Configuration
In multi-GPU systems, GPUs have to be managed in a specific way in order share their memory and
computational power to finish the rendering tasks. We configure the physical installation of GPUs
and their display monitors in a matrix format, denoted as m × n, where m is the row dimension,
and n is the column dimension. For example, given a total of six GPUs, the column-major order
gives possible configurations of 2× 3, 3× 2, 1× 6, or 6× 1. Furthermore, we label those GPUs in
column-major order.
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We use a binary search tree to group GPUs. Each internal node of the tree contains a subset of
consecutive labels of GPUs. The internal nodes are further split to the next level until reaching
the leaf level, where each leaf node contains a single GPU. At each non-leaf level, the screen region
associating to a tree node (a subset of GPUs) can be partitioned either horizontally or vertically.
Let’s define the total number of GPUs as K. The matrix format of the GPUs’ configuration is
represented as Row × Col. We initialize the tree’s root node to contain all GPUs, denoted as the
set {GPU}K−10 , where the subscript is the label of the first GPU in the set, and the superscript









, respectively. We recursively build the tree in favor of splitting a tree
node by partitioning the screen vertically. Figure 3.5-(a) gives an example of the GPU tree, which
is built from six GPUs in the form of 2 × 3. If the column dimension of the GPUs in a tree node
is equal to 1, the node will be split horizontally, as shown in the blue region of Figure 3.5-(a).
Algorithm 4 shows the method to build the GPU tree. In Algorithm 4, GPUnum is the number
of GPUs in the current node. If the current node is the root or a left node, the value of offset
is set to zero; if the current node is a right node, offset is the number of GPUs in the sibling
node. ceil(φ) is a function returning the smallest integer that is not less than φ; and floor(φ) is
a function returning the largest integer that is not greater than φ. We initialize the tree’s root
node containing all GPUs, denoted as Root = {GPU}K−10 ; then, the tree is built by executing
Algorithm 4 as BuildGPUTree(K,Row,Col, Root, 0). As indicated in lines 4-10 in Algorithm 4,
the algorithm is in favor of splitting a GPU group with vertically screen partitioning. When the
GPU group can be vertically partitioned (col ≤ 1), it will be partitioned horizontally as indicated
in lines 11-17. Figure 3.5-(a) gives an example of the GPU tree of six GPUs in the form of 2× 3.
Every leaf node contains a single GPU, and its depth in the tree indicates the number of screen
partitioning operations the GPU will perform. This is essential information in order to obtain the
screen region for each GPU to render (see details in Section 3.1). For each GPU, we traverse the tree
in a depth-first manner and find the list of screen partitioning operations involving this GPU; and
then, we store them in an array structure, denoted as ParInfo. The size of ParInfo is the depth of
the GPU in the tree. At the ith iteration of tree building, ParInfoi = {paritionMethod, ncl, ncr},
where ncl is the number of GPUs in the left child of the current node containing this GPU, and ncr
is the number of GPUs in the right child of the current node containing this GPU, as shown in see
Figure 3.5-(b). As a result, the depth of a leaf node in the tree is the number of screen partitioning
operations that the GPU performs to obtain a balanced workload. The GPU tree is built only once
per hardware setting.
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Algorithm 4 Build the GPU Tree
BuildingGPUTree(
Input: GPUnum, row, col, node, offset;
Output: the GPU tree)
1: node.partitionMethod← “none”;
2: if col > 1 or row > 1 then . the node is not a leaf node
3: Define β, row l, row r, col l, col r, and set their values to 0;
4: if col > 1 then
5: r l← row;
6: r r ← row;
7: c l← floor(col/2);
8: c r ← ceil(col/2);
9: β ← c l × row;
10: node.partitionMethod← “vertical”;
11: else
12: r l← floor(row/2);
13: r r ← ceil(row/2);
14: c l← col;
15: c r ← col;
16: β ← r l × col;
17: node.partitionMethod← “horizontal”;
18: end if
19: node.leftNode← {GPU}β−1+offsetoffset ;
20: node.rightNode← {GPU}num−1+offsetβ+offset ;
21: BuildingGPUTree(β, r l, c l, node.leftNode, 0);
22: BuildingGPUTree(GPUnum− β, r r, c r, node.rightNode, β + offset);
23: end if
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3.5 Communication and Synchronization
In a multi-GPU system, communication happens everywhere. CPU-to-CPU communication passes
shared data and commands among multiple CPU cores and processes in order to achieve paral-
lel program control. CPU-to-GPU communication fetches data from CPU processor to GPU for
parallel processing and passes back the rendering result for display. GPU-to-GPU communication
transfers assigned workload and pixel information among GPUs for efficient computing. In most
of these communications, data transferring always take time. However, the speed of moving data
in these communications is not fast enough and also overheads could be brought to support the
inter-device message passing. Here uses Message Passing Interface (MPI) for inter-process commu-
nication and synchronization. Multiple GPUs are controlled by utilizing multiple processes. The
Inter-Process Communication (IPC) is introduced to solve the data transferring and communica-
tion issues. MPI has been used in many high-performance computing applications because of its
specialty in distributing data to processes. We assign one MPI process per core and use shared
memory for inter-process communication. GPUs communicate with each other through CPU con-
trols. We use Nvidia CUDA to implement parallel algorithms on the GPUs. With the help of
Unified Virtual Addressing (UVA) and Peer-to-Peer GPUDirect, data can directly be accessed and
transferred between two GPUs. The combination of CUDA and MPI executes kernel commands
on different GPUs within different processes and shares data through the message passing mecha-
nism [79]. In order to manage the multiple GPUs together, each process is responsible for a distinct
CPU-GPU rendering pipeline. Those processes need to begin simultaneously with the same view-
point and balanced rendering workload loaded data, and they may finish asynchronously due to
the differences of rendered frame sizes and inter-GPU communication time.
Synchronization is a feasible mechanism for solving imbalanced and uneven task finish time between
each process in the parallel program. Overheads could be hidden by force the faster process or
GPU to wait until all the other components are in the same stage. In this section, we discuss
the three synchronization tasks required in every rendering cycle for the dynamic load balancing
in rendering. The first synchronization is for the camera which is controlled through mouse and
keyboard operations. The second synchronization ensures all GPUs have rendered the portions of
the screen they are assigned to before the system moves to the stage of frame exchange. The third
synchronization ensures all GPUs have received the portions of the screen they need to display but
rendered by different GPUs.
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3.5.1 Camera Synchronization
As an interactive rendering system, the camera is controlled by users through mouse and keyboard
operations. Camera properties (including the viewpoint position and view frustum) are controlled
by users and recorded in the shared memory. Those properties should be accessible by all processes
simultaneously in every frame.
At the initialization stage, one process initializes the camera properties and active status of each
display. During the run-time, only one process will be active and able to update the camera
properties. This active process corresponds to the GPU’s monitor in which the mouse and keyboard
are operated. If any camera property is changed, the active process updates the camera properties
in the shared memory, and broadcasts a message to notify other processes that those properties
have been changed. After that, inactive processes can access the shared memory and obtain the
camera properties as input for the rest of operations. The camera synchronization prevents inactive
processes from reading wrong camera properties, such as values of a previous frame; also, it allows
all display monitors to respond to user input during the run-time synchronously.
3.5.2 Rendering Synchronization
The screen partitioning algorithm determines the exact portion of the frame that a GPU will render.
The portions are in different sizes. A GPU renders a larger screen region may finish later than the
GPU rendering a smaller region. Though the size of the screen region is not a major impact factor
on the GPU’s rendering performance, it may cause screen portions are rendered asynchronously.
Here, we use a rendering synchronization to force faster GPUs to wait until all GPUs finish their
rendering tasks.
3.5.3 Display Synchronization
After rendering, the screen region rendered by a GPU is partitioned into several portions. The
GPU stores each portion into a framebuffer in the shared memory. This GPU is a sending GPU
which sends the portions that are not displayed on its display monitor. Other GPUs that need to
display the portions from the sending GPU are receiving GPUs. The sending GPU sends a signal
through MPI to notify the receiving GPUs that the buffers in the shared memory are ready to
access. The sending GPU writes image data into the framebuffer and sends a signal to the target
GPU through MPI to notify the that the buffer is safe to access. A receiving GPU receives the
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signal and fetches data from the shared memory to its memory. In a typical case, a receiving GPU
may receive data from multiple sending GPUs. Thus, the receiving GPU needs to composite all
screen portions received and then displays them on the monitor. Invoking the receiving command
before sending allows the GPUs to send data through P2P GPUDirect, so that the system can
avoid storing data within MPI sending buffers and hide the sending latency.
3.6 Evaluation
We built a workstation that has one, two (1 × 2), three (1 × 3), and four (2 × 2) GPUs with the
column-major display settings. Different from the hardware support techniques such as Nvidia SLI
and AMD Crossfire, the system is not configured as a master-worker model. Thus, the display
resolution can scale up as more GPUs are added to the system. We used a large scene composed
of up to 20 copies of the UNC Power Plant model. As a result, the scene is composed of 120.12
million vertices, 254.09 million triangles, and 3.02 million objects, and consumes 5.38 GB memory
for storage (including vertices, triangles and bounding volumes).
3.6.1 Performance
We created a walk-through camera path that produces 1200 frames for the scene. We first set the
resolution of each display monitor to be 1024×1024. Table 3.1 shows the performance breakdowns.
The columns of “# of vertices” and “# of triangles” are the numbers of vertices and triangles of
the entire scene, respectively. The column of “Frame Time” is the averaged computational time
at a frame. The single GPU version has a better performance than the multi-GPU configuration
as the number of Power Plant models is small (e.g. equals to 2 in table). This is because when
the scene is simple and contains only small number of models, the Load Balancing algorithm takes
additional time for computing in multi-GPU configuration. However, the single GPU does not
have the Load Balancing, Synchronization or Frame Exchanging component and leads a better
rendering performance. When the number of Power Plant models become larger, the number of
executions of the load balancing algorithm is equal to the logarithm of the number of GPUs. Thus,
more GPUs cause more execution time of Load Balancing component. Although the load balanc-
ing algorithm has been executed multiple times, the Load Balancing component never becomes a
performance bottleneck. The Rendering component uses OpenGL to rasterize triangles into pix-
els. We generated OpenGL buffer objects to store vertices, triangles and colors on GPUs. The
Rendering component is the most time-consuming component. Its execution time increases as the
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Table 3.1: Performance breakdowns for the system with stripNum = 2048. “—” in the table
indicates that the component is not applicable or the workstation with given “# of GPUs” does
not have sufficient memory to hold selected vertices and triangles.
Configurations Frame
Time FPS
Component Execution Times (ms)




PPs (million) (million) GPUs (ms) Balancing Exchange
2 6.84 15.40
One 23.29 42.94 — 22.13 — — 0.03
Two 23.93 41.78 1.86 12.00 4.51 2.50 0.18
Three 27.40 36.50 2.52 9.51 6.86 2.96 0.20
Four 24.02 41.63 3.15 7.90 5.01 3.16 0.21
6 17.25 39.30
One 52.36 19.10 — 50.39 — — 0.03
Two 39.17 25.53 2.48 26.47 3.67 1.84 0.27
Three 34.63 28.88 3.18 19.08 5.22 2.09 0.23
Four 31.89 31.36 3.87 15.98 3.67 2.50 0.20
10 23.25 53.50
One 66.38 15.06 — 63.98 — — 0.03
Two 45.55 21.95 2.98 33.77 2.96 1.84 0.23
Three 39.19 25.52 3.70 24.03 3.66 2.43 0.33
Four 34.93 28.63 4.44 19.94 4.44 2.44 0.25
15 32.81 75.86
One 92.39 10.82 — 89.47 — — 0.04
Two 60.16 16.62 3.75 47.52 2.97 1.75 0.24
Three 48.05 20.81 4.68 32.25 4.12 2.61 0.29
Four 44.98 22.23 5.32 26.63 5.67 2.36 0.26
20 38.90 90.55
One 96.85 10.33 — 93.62 — — 0.04
Two 67.41 14.83 4.36 53.12 3.32 2.08 0.25
Three 53.11 18.83 5.32 36.21 4.12 2.61 0.29
Four 48.34 20.69 6.26 30.35 5.37 2.51 0.30
Table 3.2: Performance breakdowns for the system at different screen resolutions. A total of 15
Power Plant models (32.81 million vertices and 75.86 million triangles) are rendered, and the values













512×512 512 41.13 24.14 5.39 26.20 5.69 0.49 0.07
1024×1024 1024 42.07 23.77 5.13 26.24 6.25 0.88 0.14
2048×2048 2048 43.60 22.49 5.32 26.63 5.67 2.36 0.26
4096×4096 4096 49.15 20.35 5.80 27.06 5.65 5.40 0.40
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number of triangles increases, and decreases as the number of GPUs increases. The execution time
of the Synchronization component is short and does not vary much with different number of GPUs.
The execution time of the Frame Exchange component is sensitive to the number of GPUs. The
more GPUs are used in the system, the more data sending and receiving operations are involved to
exchange screen portions among GPUs. Transferring those screen regions among GPUs has little
cost. The Display component ports the composited frame to the monitor, which is very fast.
Then, we tested the system performance at different screen resolutions by rendering a total of 15
Power Plant models, as shown in Table 3.2. We chose the maximum possible number of strips at
each resolution, as listed in the column of “# of strips” of the table, so that the system can achieve
the most balanced workload. As shown in the table, the averaged computational time at a frame
increases as the screen resolution increases. The Frame Exchange component has a major impact
on the overall performance of the system. A higher resolution is chosen for the system, and more
pixels are transferred among GPUs to exchange frames; consequently, more execution time is spent
on this component. Also, as the screen resolution increases, more time is spent on the Display
component due to the need of displaying a larger size of the rendered frame, but the execution of
Display component is efficient and the execution time is always less than 1 millisecond.
To evaluate the efficiency of the load balancing algorithm, we compared my approach to the ap-
proach without load balancing by using a quad-GPU system. Without load balancing, each GPU
renders the vertices and triangles inside its corresponding display monitor. Thus, the frame size
for each GPU to render is perfectly balanced, but the number of vertices and triangles assigned to
each GPU may not be balanced. The approach without load balancing does not need the frame
exchanging because the rendered results are not transferred among GPUs. The stripNum is set to
be 2048 in my approach.
Figure 3.6 shows the performance comparison over the total of 1200 frames on a pre-created walk-
through camera path. Our approach achieved 20.95 FPS on average, while the approach without
load balancing achieved 15.95 FPS on average. At the bottom of Figure 3.6, there are three examples
of rendered frames. The overall performance of the system is determined by the GPU that renders
the largest amount of triangles. At frames 350 and 730, the FPS of our approach is much higher
than the approach without load balancing. Our approach partitions the screen unevenly in order
to balance the number of triangles among GPUs. The same scenario has also occurred in the frame
ranges of frame 0-420, frame 650-900, and frame 1060-1200. At frame 920, our approach partitions
the screen near to the middle. In this case, the approach without load balancing also achieves a
nearly balanced workload. Thus, its FPS in such a case raises to a value close to ours.
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Frames
Frames Per Second (FPS)
With load balancing 
Without load balancing
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Figure 3.6: Performance with and without load balancing over 1200 frames of the walkthrough
camera path. The scene is composed of 20 Power Plant models. The three images at the bottom
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Figure 3.7: The influence of different stripNum values on the frame rate on the quad-GPU system
for the scene composed of 20 Power Plant models. Each data point associated with the execution
time of the load balancing algorithm. The value in the parenthesis is the percentage that the
algorithm’s execution time takes out of the total execution time.
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We also compared my approach with the state-of-the-art dynamic load balancing techniques im-
plemented in Equalizer, including cross segment, 2D (sort-first), and dynamic DB (sort-last). We
ran the eqPly mesh renderer application on the quad-GPU system. Both my approach and eqPly
application rendered a scene composed of 15 Power Plant models and used a circular path that
produces 300 frames. The path ensures that all triangles are inside the view frustum so that our
approach and eqPly application always balance the same amount of data. At a preprocessing stage,
Equalizer took more than 20 minutes to build the k-d tree for the scene of 15 Power Plant models.
Different from that, our approach does not require a spatial hierarchy to represent input data. In
the experimental results, our approach achieved an average of 22.16 FPS. The Equalizer’s eqPly
application achieved an average of 11.71 FPS when using the cross segment, 17.65 FPS when us-
ing the 2D, and 10.72 FPS when using the dynamic DB. Thus, our approach resulted in better
rendering performance than those dynamic load balancing techniques in Equalizer.
Figure 3.7 illustrates how different values of stripNum influence the overall frame rate. As the
value of stripNum increases, the time to execute the load balancing algorithm does not vary
significantly (diff. < 0.5ms), and is always below 13% of the total execution time. Thus, a more
balanced workload distribution (a larger value of stripNum) results in a higher frame rate. The
total screen resolution of the quad-GPU system is 2048×2048, so the largest stripNum is equal to
2048, which means one strip corresponds to one pixel offset. When the stripNum is 2, the system
can only partition the screen once at the middle and would lead to an unbalanced workload. As the
value of stripNum increases, the workload among GPUs becomes more balanced and subsequently,




With a balanced workload distributed among GPUs, the available memory and display resolution
are increased for rendering. However, to render the extremely complex 3D environment composed
of hundreds of millions of vertices and triangles, the computation cost is very high. An efficient
parallel rendering approach integrating GPU acceleration techniques is desired. In this chapter,
I will present a multi-GPU multi-display rendering system. The system is featured with GPU-
friendly performance, and scalability techniques, including inter-device load balancing, coherence-
based GPU out-of-core, and parallel level-of-detail (LOD). They balance a distributed workload,
reduce the data amount dynamically, stream data from CPU main memory to GPU memory at
run-time, and ultimately accelerate overall rendering performance while preserving the rendering
quality.
4.1 GPU Acceleration Fundamentals
The evolution of GPU has made significant impacts on computational performance. However, GPU
memory capability does not catch up with the same growth rate as the GPU’s computing power.
It is usually the case that the total amount of vertices and triangles of a complex 3D model may
not fit into GPU memory. In order to overcome this difficulty, GPU acceleration techniques have
focused on the parallel mesh simplification and level-of-detail (LOD) selection algorithms and GPU
out-of-core algorithms (e.g., [31, 128, 129]). Simplification and LOD selection algorithms preserve
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the visual appearance as much as possible on a simplified version of the model. GPU out-of-
core algorithms usually take advantages of frame-to-frame coherence to minimize the amount of
data transferred between CPU and GPU. Our approach seamlessly integrates those acceleration
techniques and supports view-dependent rendering within our multi-GPU programming framework.
This section describes the fundamentals of those acceleration techniques.
4.1.1 Parallel Mesh Simplification
To gain a satisfying visual appearance, it is not necessary to render the entire set of vertices and
triangles of the model. For example, a far-away object appears in a low detail, which means the
object needs fewer vertices and triangles when viewing it from a distance. A mesh simplification
algorithm uses a portion of data to construct an approximation of the mesh as an alternative for
rendering. The performance of traditional algorithms suffers the dependency between simplifica-
tion operations (e.g., edge-collapsing [52, 64], Region-Merging Measurement [136], and selective
refinement [65]), as the operations are being executed sequentially. Parallel algorithms remove
such data dependency and boost the performance with massive triangle-level parallelism. Ji et.
al [74] generated an adaptive mesh on GPU using a quadtree structure through vertex shader.
Decoro [30] reduced the memory usage in the simplification stage by a vertex-cluster structure.
But their method does not preserve a good visual quality. Hu et al. [71] introduced a streaming
vertices structure to update the vertices information without the dependency. Legrand [92] utilize
the morton code to replace the vertex coordinates information to reduce the memory usage and
speed up the geometry simplification. But their method does not demonstrate an efficiency for the
large scale models.
We integrate the parallel algorithm of Peng and Cao [128]. In their work, edge-collapsing operations
are encoded into an array structure. The index of an array element represents the source vertex;
and the value of the array element is the target vertex it collapses to. Then, the storage of vertices
and triangles are reorganized according to the order of edge-collapsing operations. As a result,
the increasing order of array elements reflects the increase of detail levels. The longer sequence of
elements selected in the array starting at the beginning, the higher level of detail is achieved for
this object. During the run-time, the edge-collapsing array supports triangle-level parallelism to
real-time construct the approximation with the selected vertices and triangles.
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4.1.2 Level of Detail Selection
Level of Detail (LOD) denotes the representation of a single object using different versions of
simplification based on certain criteria, such as the distance to the camera view point or the
important weight to the scene, to provide sufficient rendering quality. The desired level of an
object corresponds to the number of selected vertices and triangles from the original vertex and
triangle pools of the object. A corresponding detailed level of the object is selected or generated
at run-time. The transitions between different LOD levels should be smooth and unnoticeable.
Geometric LOD can be classified as discrete, continuous and view-dependent LOD [100].
Discrete LOD usually generates a set of ordered sequences of simplified representations of a shape
offline, where each member represents an entity at increasing resolution and accuracy. The version
is determined and selected under a predefined criteria at run-time. For example, the farther away
from the camera the object locate, the simpler version is selected to represent the object. Discrete
LOD stores all the different versions in memory. This limits its capability of dealing with a com-
plex 3D environment that contains a large number of polygon models. To save space and avoid
memory wasting, people usually store a small number in the sequence of representations. Thus,
the extraction of a mesh at a given level is converted to selecting the mesh which is closest to the
required one [43]. However, the options and possibility of adapting dynamically to meet the needs
of users becomes small and is not efficient enough for a large, sparsely environment. Furthermore,
“popping” artifacts may be involved in a hard switching between different representations and al-
ways affect the visual quality in rendering [23]. A “late-switching” could remove such problem by
delaying the transition until the difference between two LODs is no longer noticeable. But it is not
practical because it does not have any benefit for acceleration. LOD blending avoids the “popping”
artifacts by smooth blending between subsequent LOD representations which hide the noticeable
transition [56,143].
Continuous level of detail provides full support of selective refinement representations by creating
an encoded continuous spectrum of detail. The desired level of detail is selected from this structure
at run-time. This allows new models to be visualized on a virtually continuous scale. Different
from discrete LOD, each object is specified exactly as desired rather than selecting from a stored
set. The memory resource is better utilized and a higher visual fidelity can be achieved in this
method. A general framework for managing continuous LOD models is multi-triangulation [29]. It
uses a directed acyclic graph to manage the encoded order and to generate the selectively refined
meshes. Different resolutions of the mesh can be obtained through the DAG transversal.
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Progressive level of detail is a part of the continuous level of detail. A coarse shape representa-
tion and a sequence of coarsening/refinement operations, are stored in memory to form a model.
When simplification operations are applied to the original coarse representation, they produce finer
representations at intermediate levels of detail. The most widely used approach is the Progressive
Mesh [64]. It can interpolate between different LODs smoothly. Different version of an object
can be obtained by applying a sequence of edge-collapsing or edge-splitting operations from the
coarse mesh iteratively [65, 163, 165]. In this method, the coarsening/refinement operations are
edge-collapsing and edge-splitting. The progressive mesh is generated by simplifying the original
mesh with a sequence of edge-collapsing operations until no faces are left. The original mesh can
then be reconstructed by applying the corresponding edge-splitting operations in reverse order.
The order of edge-collapsing or edge-splitting operations indicates how the details of a 3D mesh are
reduced. The more operations are performed, the less details are reflected for the original mesh.
Figure 4.1 shows an example of edge-collapsing colv and edge-splitting splv operation in a mesh.
The edge-collapsing operation colv merges vt and vs onto the new vertex position v. The adjacent
faces fl and fr of vt and vs are removed from the mesh. The inverse edge-splitting operation splv
splits vertex v to two vertices vt and vs. The faces fl and fr are generated from the two new
vertices. In the process of collapsing, the new vertex position from two source vertices needs to
be calculated based on some criteria or equation. This can be computed from the sum of squared
distances to the face planes in Quadratic Error Metric (QEM) [52] or partly separated as in the
Lindstrom and Turk’s metric (LTM) [96,97]. These methods are all based on a local estimation of
the error, which does not give any indication about the global approximation error. Thus, some
approaches improving the process by measuring the geometric deviation during the simplification
by computing an approximated distance [20,24,85]. Garland and Zhou [54] extended QEM to any
dimension for a general purpose. By recording the coordinates of source vertex, Garland [53] and
Swarovsky [148] avoid memory allocation for the newly generated vertices and save memory space.
Ju [77] et al. extended the usage of QEM for hermit data with an octree-based contouring method.
Since the distance of the object to camera is an important criterion, view-dependent LOD extends
continuous LOD by using view-dependent simplification to select the level of detail of the current
view dynamically. This technique is suitable for multi-resolution. A nearby portion may show a
higher resolution than distant portions. When the positions of the camera changed, the details
of a single mesh or the portions of the mesh should be changed accordingly. These methods
always take advantage of hierarchy structure for the mesh information storing, such as vertex
hierarchy or octree vertex clusters rather than a liner sequence [65, 99, 164]. Hierarchical level of
detail avoids the disadvantage of simplifying objects separately while lacking attention for global
appearance [43]. This method considers the geometry on a global level and partitions the space







Figure 4.1: An example of edge-collapsing and edge-splitting operation.
with a hierarchical structure. The combination of hierarchical structure at object level and global
level can improve the visual quality and also increase the rendering performance by reducing the
time consumed on level selection. Hoppe [67] split the terrain into blocks and treat each as a single
mesh. Blocks are simplified separately and merged in a bottom-up direction. Batched Dynamic
Adaptive Meshes (BDAM) [21], is based on a paired tree structure: a tiled quadtree for texture
data and a pair of bintrees of small triangular patches for the geometry. Yoon et al. [168] used
a clustered hierarchy (CHPM) to represent both global and object structure for rendering massive
progressive meshes. The partitioning is constructed by first subdividing the mesh into regions and
then applying a multilevel k-way partitioning scheme for irregular graphs [80]. Their approach is the
first to combine the hierarchy LOD and progressive mesh. Later this approach was combined with
cache-oblivious layouts to improve the cache efficiency [167]. Gobbetti and Marton [57] partitioned
the massive models into voxels. Each voxel contains a compact direction dependent approximation
of the appearance of the associated volumetric subpart of the model when viewing from a distance.
Shaffer [145] encoded multi-resolution into octrees and the cells at the bottom level of the octree
are merged to form a coarser mesh to the top.
Traditional LODs always suffers from the high time consuming of sequence computing. Parallel
LOD algorithms were aimed to remove the dependence between triangles in the mesh by implement-
ing the parallel selection process on the GPU architectures. DeCoro and Tatarcuhk [30] migrated
the simplification computation from CPU onto GPU shader with a vertex clustering. Each cluster
can be independently computed by the geometry shader but the dependency in each cluster still
remains. Hu et al. [70, 71] combine a static vertices structure and a dynamic vertices structure
streaming structure in parallel for view-dependent selection. Derzapf [31, 32, 33] fully remove the
data dependency by encoding the vertices information into a GPU-friendly compact data structure.
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Peng and Cao [128, 131] implemented a linear array structure to support the selection in triangle-
level parallelism. Before constructing a simplified version of the object, the LOD selection algorithm
selects vertices and triangles from the object’s original vertex and triangle pools, and ensures that
the total number of selected vertices and triangles of all objects is within the GPU memory limit.
Technically, an object can be represented at any level of detail. But, because the size of GPU
memory is limited, some objects have to be simplified, even be removed if too far away from the











The LOD selection algorithm uses a weighted memory allocation metric. As shown in Equation 4.1,
the desired detailed level of the ith object is represented as the number of vertices, denoted as
vNumi, which is computed out of a total of m objects. N is a user-specified number of vertices
for the entire model. The value of N is usually determined based on the performance requirement
or the GPU memory limit. The exponent, 1α , estimates the object’s contribution to the model
perception, refer to the benefit function in [49]. wi is a linear combination weight for the ith object.
Same as [49,128,129], the weight considers (1) the projected area of the object’s bounding volume
on the screen, (2) the distance of the object to the camera, and (3) the original number of primitives
of the object.
As mentioned in Peng and Cao [128, 129], the number of triangles that pairs with a given number
of vertices can be precomputed and recorded as a part of edge-collapsing information. With the
vNumi from Equation 4.1 at run-time, the corresponding number of triangles can be retrieved from
the edge-collapsing information.
4.1.3 GPU Out-of-Core
In order to construct the simplified version of the object, the selected vertices and triangles must
be transferred to the GPU. In an out-of-core rendering application, the CPU-to-GPU data transfer
will happen at a time when the frame content is changed. In other words, whenever the position
or orientation of the camera changes, a new set of vertices and triangles should be selected in
correspondence with the new detailed levels returned by the LOD selection algorithm. Directly
transferring the selected vertices and triangles to the GPU will be time-consuming due to their
large size. For example, given a GPU device with 4GB memory, transferring 4GB of selected
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Figure 4.2: An example of collecting the additional data on GPU.
vertices and triangles through the PCIe bus takes about 250 milliseconds (cf. a target frame rate of
20 frames per second requires to render a frame within 50 milliseconds). To reduce the cost on the
data transfer, a GPU out-of-core algorithm is usually used and takes advantage of frame-to-frame
coherence.
A variety of out-of-core techniques have been developed to target the external-memory algo-
rithms—this includes [21, 95, 144] for streaming and generating static LODs. El-Sana and Chi-
ang [42] segmented the input mesh into sub-meshes and preserved boundary faces. Aliaga [4]
implemented a system that manages the data of model larger than CPU by prefetching in an
image-space scheme. Varadhan and Manocha [155] considered both LOD and visibility-based co-
herences between successive frames. Correa [26] presented a visibility-based prefetch algorithm that
preload the geometry in the future frames by predicting the content. Yoon et al. [168] construct a
clustered hierarchy (CHPM) structure which includes data decomposition and progressive meshes
simplification. The approach took into account of visibility information between successive frames
by combining fetching and prefetching techniques. Frame latency was added to ensure that fetching
task finished correctly. Kontkanen [87] streamed point-based data for global illumination from disk
using minimal I/O access. Cigoni et. al [21] presented an adaptive hierarchy of tetrahedrons and
parallelized the computation of static LODs for nodes.
Peng and Cao [128, 129] identifies and sends only frame-different data to the GPU, which are the
new vertices and triangles not used for rendering the previous frame but selected in order to render
the current frame in order to minimize the overhead of CPU-GPU communication. On the GPU,
the frame-different data and the data of the previous frame are merged to restore the data of the
current frame that the simplification needs. The new data are prepared ob the CPU by assembling
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the data from each mesh into a block of continuous CPU memory, and only copy the block to GPU
memory once per frame. As shown in Figure 4.2, the green blocks replicated from the re-arranged
meshes, which are the new data required by GPU. The blue blocks are equivalent to those data
already existing on GPU.
4.2 Half-Edge Collapsing for Data Preprocessing
The idea to simplify a triangular mesh is progressively collapsing edges ( [52, 64, 65, 68]). At each
edge collapsing operation, two vertices of the edge are collapsed to a new target vertex, and the
triangles that contain this edge are removed. As a result, a modified mesh topology is generated in
the surface region surrounding the target vertex, which is known as the 1-ring domain of the vertex.
However, collapsing the edge into a new target vertex creates new intermediate data to the vertex
and triangle repositories, which is not memory efficient. In our preprocessing method, we adopt a
half-edge collapsing operation, which has been proved to be memory efficient ( [70, 86, 128, 129]).
Given an edge e formed by two adjacent vertices v1 and v2, a half-edge collapsing operation collapses
this edge by moving one vertex onto another (e.g., v1 → v2). Note that v1 → v2 and v2 → v1 are
considered to be two different operations, because they may result in a different surface curvature
in the 1-ring domain.
We employ the error function presented in Melax’s work [108] to evaluate the visual change if an
edge is collapsed. The visual change is represented as a cost value calculated from the cost equation
below, taking into account the edge length and curvature in the 1-ring domain. In the equation,
Tv1 is the set of triangles containing the vertex v1, and Te is the set of triangles containing the edge
e. nti and ntj are normal vectors of the triangle ti and tj , respectively. We evaluate the costs of all
edges and then choose to collapse the one that causes the minimal visual change.
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Curvature within the 1-ring domain of v1
Those collapsing operations can be stored in an array that encapsulates only vertex indices. The
index of an array element represents the source vertex, and the value of the array element is
the index of the target vertex it collapses to. Then, the storage of vertices and triangles are
reorganized according to the order of collapsing operations. As a result, the increasing order of
vertex and triangle indices reflects the increase of detail levels. During the run-time, as described
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Synchronization 














































Figure 4.3: The flow of excution of our multi-GPU multi-display system, illustrated with two GPUs.
There are a total of eight execution components including LOD Selection, Load Balancing, GPU
Out-of-Core, Mesh Reformation, Rasterization, Frame Exchanging, Synchronization, and Display.
AABBs and edge-collapsing arrays are produced during the preprocessing stage, and they are sent
to GPUs at the initialization of the system. Vertices and triangles are maintained in the CPU main
memory, and the LOD selected data portions will be transferred to GPUs at the runtime. The
screen portions that are generated at the runtime will be exchanged among GPUs with a direct
inter-GPU communication technology.
in Section 4.4.4, the edge-collapsing arrays are used to construct a mesh approximation with a
triangle-level parallel execution.
4.3 Overview of the Multi-GPU Multi-Display Rendering System
The system is heterogeneous, requiring one CPU core to control one GPU device. Every GPU
connects to display monitors and performs both rendering and displaying tasks. Fig. 4.3 illustrates
the flow of execution using two GPUs as an example.
4.3.1 GPU Tree
Same as our previous discussed in 3.4, the GPUs are grouped into a binary tree, in which each
internal node contains a group of successive GPU labels, and each leaf node corresponds to the label
of a single GPU. To build the tree, we declare the root node containing all GPUs, and then split it
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recursively until reaching the leaf level. Splitting an internal node to the next level indicates either
the vertical (preferably because of the column-major order labeling) or horizontal partitioning of
the screen region of the GPU group. As a result, the depth of a leaf node in the tree is the number
of screen partitioning operations that the GPU performs to obtain a balanced workload. The GPU
tree is built only once per hardware setting.
4.3.2 Preprocessing and Data Management.
In the preprocessing stage, we create axis-aligned bounding boxes (AABBs) for the objects. The
AABB is memory efficient since defining an AABB only needs two corner points in the 3D space.
Iterative half-edge collapsing operations are applied to each object, with a feature-preserving cri-
teria (see Section 4.2). Such collapsing information is compact and stored in arrays. The original
vertices and triangles are restored based on the order of edge collapses. At the initialization of the
system, vertices and triangles are stored in the CPU main memory due to their large sizes. AABBs
and edge-collapsing arrays are retained in the GPU memory.
4.3.3 Runtime Execution Components.
The system consists of seven runtime execution components, including LOD Selection, Load Bal-
ancing, GPU Out-of-Core, Mesh Reformation, Rasterization, Frame Exchanging, and Display. The
LOD Selection component takes AABBs and view properties as input, and determines a desired
detail level for each object (see Section 4.4.1). The Load Balancing component identifies an ap-
propriate screen partitioning position for each GPU and modifies the number of triangles that will
be rendered on that GPU (see Section 4.4.2). The GPU Out-of-Core component transfers the
LOD selected vertices and triangles from CPU main memory to GPU memory (see Section 4.4.3).
The Mesh Reformation component constructs the simplified versions of objects using the vertices
and triangles transferred to the GPU (see Section 4.4.4). The Rasterization component rasterizes
triangles into pixels and stores them in framebuffers. In the Frame Exchanging component, the
GPU that renders a screen region larger than the region it displays will send the extra screen
region to other GPUs (see Section 4.4.6). The Synchronization component synchronizes the flow
of execution across all GPUs (see Section 4.4.7). The Display component presents the composed
rendering results to each GPU’s display monitor (see Section 4.4.8).
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4.4 Execution Components of the System
4.4.1 LOD Selection
To gain a satisfied visual appearance of the 3D model, it is not necessary to render the entire set
of vertices and triangles. Given the view properties associated with the current frame, the LOD
Selection component view-dependently determines a portion of data in the vertex and triangle
repositories, which will later be used to construct a simplified approximation of the mesh as the
alternative for rendering. The output of the LOD Selection component is the desired detail levels
of objects, while ensuring a satisfying visual fidelity and that the selected vertices and triangles are
within the total GPU memory limit.
The LOD Selection component treats all GPUs together and determines a total memory usage
without considering the workload of individual GPUs. The AABB of each object is tested against
the view frustum. A weighted metric from [129], expressed in the equation below, is used to
determine the desired detail levels for the objects inside or intersecting with the view frustum. The










,where wi = β
Ai
Di
P βi , β = α− 1
In the equation, the desired detail level is represented as the number of vertices, denoted as vNumi,
which is computed out of a total of m visible objects. N is the user-specified number of vertices
for the entire model. The maximum of N is limited to the available GPU memory size. wi, same
as the definition in [129], is the weight computed from the projected area of the object’s AABB
on the screen (Ai), the distance to the viewpoint (Di), and the original number of vertices (Pi).
1
α estimates the object’s contribution to the model perception [49]. With the value of vNumi, the
corresponding number of triangles can be retrieved from the edge collapsing arrays. As a result, a
far-away small object will obtain a less number of vertices and triangles, appearing in a lower level
of detail, than those objects close to the camera.
4.4.2 Load Balancing
Samanta et al.’s KD-split method [140] is one of the pioneer work to balance workloads in image
space; however, the KD-split method partitions the screen iteratively into tiles at every frame, and
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Figure 4.4: A dual-GPU load balancing example. It finds the screen partitioning line dividing the
LOD selected triangles in the view frustum of the full screen into two sub-frustums. The numbers
of triangles in the sub-frustums are balanced, and the triangles in each sub-frustum are rasterized
by one GPU.
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the tiles crossing display monitors cannot be rendered. The Load Balancing component in our
system is similar but not the same as described in Section 3.1. It balances the triangle distribution
among GPUs in a fine-grained parallel fashion rather than the original detail. Given a frame, like
the dual-GPU example shown in Fig. 4.4, each GPU needs to obtain a balanced portion of the LOD
selected triangles. To do this, the view frustum of the full screen is divided into sub-frustums. We
want to ensure the numbers of triangles in the sub-frustums are balanced.
The position of the partitioning line is determined by the screen resolution of the full screen. For
example, if the screen resolution is 4096 × 2048 and the screen is partitioned vertically, there are
4,096 choices to specify the position of the partitioning line. We call this small screen region with
one-pixel width a screen strip. Screen strips are on the near plane of the view frustum. We can
create a volume of 3D space from the viewpoint through the screen strip to the far plane of the
view frustum. This space is called a frustum strip, and it is a truncated pyramid volume. We define
a parameter called stripNum, ranging in (2, Q), to control the number of frustum strips, where Q
is the total number of pixels along the screen partitioning axis. A higher value of stripNum results
in more strips and therefore produces a finer balancing result.
At each frame, a repetitive execution of the partitioning operation is applied between two sibling
nodes in the GPU tree. The number of partitioning operations (horizontally or vertically) that a
GPU should perform is equal to the depth of this GPU in the tree. Each partitioning operation is
implemented with a strip-level parallelization, as shown in Fig. 4.4 (b). Same as in Section 3.1, two
arrays with a size equal to stripNum are allocated in the GPU memory. We denote the first array
as S, where each element, Si, contains the number of LOD selected triangles in the sub-frustum
on the left of the ith strip. We denote the second array as E, where each element, Ei, contains
the number of LOD selected triangles in the sub-frustum on the right of the ith strip. The screen-
partitioning line is found at the screen strip, at which the weighted difference of triangle count
between Si and Ei is the smallest among all array elements.
At the execution of this component, it is possible that multiple objects intersect with the same
frustum strip. If this occurs, GPU threads may suffer from a race condition. In our implementation,
we use atomic functions to avoid racing or interference among threads.
4.4.3 GPU Out-of-Core
Memory bandwidth is a primary factor that impacts the system performance because of the high
data transfer overhead when exhaustively moving a large amount of data up and down the memory
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Figure 4.5: The execution of the GPU out-of-core component, illustrated with two GPUs and five
objects. Obj0 and Obj1 are handled by GPU0, and Obj2, Obj3, and Obj4 are handled by GPU1.
The bright orange blocks represent the LOD selected data portions out of the full object data,
which are the portions needed by the current frame. The data of the previous frame (dark orange
blocks) are already on the GPUs, so they do not need to be transferred. The CPU collects the
frame-different data (blue blocks) and then transfers them to the GPU memory. After that, the
frame-different data and the data of the previous frame are merged to construct the data of the
current frame.
hierarchy. Methods that stream data between memory levels are known as Out-of-Core. Early
research work, such as iWalk [25], uses out-of-core algorithms to pre-build on-disk data trees, and
streams portions of data from the disk to CPU main memory during the run-time. However, iWalk
takes a lot of memory footprints when traversing the tree, and data transfer performance is not
optimal since it always fetches the full-frame data.
In this system, the data is streamed between CPU main memory and the memory of multiple
GPUs; thus, we call it GPU Out-of-Core. A CPU-to-GPU data transfer happens at each time
when the view changes. In other words, whenever the view changes, a new set of vertices and
triangles should be selected in correspondence with the new detail level returned by the LOD
Selection component. Directly transferring the LOD selected vertices and triangles to GPUs is
time-consuming. For example, given a GPU with 8 GB memory, transferring 8 GB data through
the PCIe 3.0 bus (bandwidth: 32 GB/s) takes about 250 milliseconds (cf. a target frame rate of 20
frames per second requires to render a frame within 50 milliseconds). So, directly transferring the
data would prevent the system from achieving an interactive rendering rate.
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Our system takes advantage of frame-to-frame coherence to reduce the cost of data transfer across
all GPUs. While the camera moves, certain vertices and triangles that have been used to render the
previous frame may still contribute to the rendering of the current frame. As shown in Fig. 4.5, the
GPU Out-of-Core component sends only frame-different data to the GPUs. For the objects with
increased detail levels (Obj0, Obj2 and Obj3), new data that are not in the previous frame will be
identified and collected in the CPU main memory, and then they will be sent to the corresponding
GPU in which the simplified versions of objects shall be constructed and rasterized. For the objects
whose detail levels are decreased (Obj1 and Obj4), portions of the memory chunks taken to render
the previous frame can be released and used to receive the new data.
A defragmentation method is needed in each GPU to merge frame-different data with the data of
the previous frame in order to obtain the data of the current frame. This is similar to the method
introduced in [128]. As shown in Fig 4.5, defragmentation is implemented with a primitive-level
parallelization. Each data element of the current frame is filled by one GPU thread. It is filled
with either a new data element or an existing data element from the previous frame. In particular,
the GPU thread first identifies the object this element belongs to. Then, if the local index of this
element is smaller than the number of selected primitives of the object in the previous frame, it
will be filled with the existing data element; otherwise, it will be filled with the new data element
at the offset location in the frame-different data array.
4.4.4 Mesh Reformation
The LOD selected vertices and triangles that have been transferred to the GPUs are portions of
the original vertices and triangles. For a selected triangle, it is possible that the three original
vertex indices are out of the range of vertices selected by the LOD Selection component. In other
words, such a triangle could not be rasterized because the coordinates of the vertices are not in
the GPU memory. Mesh reformation methods are to construct a rasterizable approximation. They
have been commonly used in the existing work (e.g., [69,108,129,149]), though they may be named
differently in those papers.
In our system, the Mesh Reformation component is invoked to rebuild the mesh topology based
on the precomputed edge-collapsing information. The selected triangles are reformed with valid,
GPU-retained vertices, and therefore the triangles can be reconnected to form a watertight surface
without non-rasterizable “holes”. In regards to implementation, each GPU handles the triangles
with a triangle-level parallelization. Those triangles are selected by the LOD Selection component
and belong to the objects assigned by the Load Balancing component to this GPU. Each GPU
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thread will look up the edge-collapsing arrays. If a vertex index is larger than the number of
selected vertices of the object, it is replaced with the index of the vertex it collapses to. Then, this
index is checked again to see if it is smaller than the number of selected vertices. If not, the index
will be replaced with the index of the next vertex it collapses to, until a GPU-retained one is found.
Given the target application on massive model rendering, this triangle-level parallelization makes
the GPU computational resources fully utilized.
4.4.5 Rasterization
Rasterization is a common technique to convert triangles into pixels, which is significantly acceler-
ated by modern GPU hardware. With graphics APIs, such as OpenGL, a single draw call can finish
the pass of rasterization. In our system, the vertices and triangles reformed by Mesh Reformation
component are gathered into buffer objects on each GPU. We use one draw call of buffer objects to
rasterize the scene. This gives greater flexibility for representing the frame than the retained-mode
of rasterization, and results in better performance than the immediate mode of rasterization.
4.4.6 Frame Exchanging
After rasterization, pixels are stored in the framebuffers on GPUs. Because the Load Balancing
component partitions the full screen unevenly, each GPU renders an unequally sized rectangular
region. The region may be larger or smaller than the size of the display monitor. Thus, the
framebuffers need to be exchanged among GPUs and composited to produce displayable images
whose sizes are equal to the size of the display monitor. In the Frame Exchanging component, as
shown in Fig. 4.6, the GPU sends potions of the screen region that should be displayed by other
GPUs and receives portions of screen regions which are rendered by other GPUs but should be
displayed by this GPU, similar as described in Section 4.4.6
Different from transferring the fully rendered frame or 3D geometry data, our Frame Exchanging
component only transfers portions of the rendered frame in the framebuffers, so it does not suffer
transfer latency. In regards to implementation, each GPU is assigned with M framebuffers, in-
cluding one with the full-screen size to hold the rasterized frame and M − 1 monitor-sized ones to
receive the screen portions from other GPUs. To ensure the efficiency of data transfer, we used
the Message Passing Interface (MPI) and NVIDIA CUDA parallel programming toolkit. When
transferring pixels, M framebuffers on each GPU are mapped to M texture buffers. The sending
GPU creates cudaIpc handles for the texture buffers. The cudaIpc handles are sent to the receiving
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Figure 4.6: An example illustrating the Frame Exchanging component in a system with three
GPUs. The GPU tree shows the GPU configuration which includes two vertical screen-partitioning
lines.
GPU using the P2P GPUDirect, and the receiving GPU opens the handles to obtain pixels. A
receiving GPU may receive pixels from multiple sending GPUs. Invoking the receiving command
before sending allows the GPUs to send data through P2P GPUDirect, so that the system can hide
the sending latency. After receiving all the required pixels, the GPU composites them into the
monitor-sized image and displays it.
4.4.7 Synchronization
It is possible that a GPU rendering a larger screen region takes longer time to finish than the
GPU rendering a smaller screen region. The Synchronization component forces the faster GPUs
to wait until all GPUs finish their rendering tasks. In our system, since each process works in
parallel, we utilize the message passing mechanism in MPI for interprocess communication and
synchronization. We assign one MPI process per core and use shared memory for inter-process
communication. GPUs communicate to each other through the CPU controls. Each process is
responsible for a distinct CPU-GPU pipeline. The processes may finish asynchronously due to the
differences between rendered frame sizes and inter-GPU communication time. An MPI barrier is




Figure 4.7: The workstation we built with four GPUs and four display monitors. It supports the
customized rendering of complex polygonal models using one, two, three, or four GPUs, where each
GPU connects to one display monitor.
created to synchronize the pipeline and pause the tasks on a faster process until other processes
finish their sending and receiving operations. After completing the Frame Exchanging component,
MPI eliminates the barrier and restores the pipeline.
4.4.8 Display
The Display component shows the composed monitor-sized framebuffer on the GPU’s display mon-
itor. The time to display the image is affected by the resolution. A higher display resolution results
in a longer time for the device to scan across the display monitor.
4.5 Evaluations
Our experimental workstation is built with an Intel i9-9900K 3.60GHz CPU (8 cores), 64 GB
of RAM, PCI Express ×16 Gen 3, and four NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070 Super GPUs with 8
GB GDDR6. The experimental rendering application was implemented on the 64-bit Linux Mint
MATE 18.1 system using C++, CUDA 10.1 and OpenGL with the NVIDIA driver version 430.64.
We used Open MPI version 4.0.3 to create the processes. Fig. 4.7 shows the workstation we built
for the experiment. We ran the experimental system that has one, two (1× 2), three (1× 3), and
four (2× 2) GPUs with the column-major display setting.
The data set used in this experiment is larger than the one in our previous work [35]. In this
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experiment, the data set is composed of up to 35 copies of the UNC Power Plant model. As a
result, the scene contains as many as 210.20 million vertices, 444.65 million triangles, and 5.29
million objects.
This scene requires 10.11 GB memory for storage (including vertices, triangles, AABBs, and edge
collapses), and it cannot fit into the memory of a single GPU used in our experiment. The edge
collapses information requires 1.66 GB memory for storage, which is only 16.42% of the total
memory consumed. In the preprocessing stage, constructing the edge-collapsing arrays takes about
9 minutes for one UNC Power Plant model. The GPU Out-of-Core component is necessary in order
to stream LOD selected vertices and triangles from CPU to GPU at each time a frame needs to
be rendered. When streaming data, we took advantage of frame-to-frame coherence, so that the
vertices and triangles that have contributed to the rendering of the previous frame are re-used on
GPUs for the rendering of the current frame. Only the frame-different vertices and triangles, which
are new ones needed by the current frame but not in the previous frame, are identified on the CPU
and streamed to the GPU.
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4.5.1 Overall
Figure 4.8 shows the trace of FPS as the value of N increases. N is the desired number of vertices
specified by the user. The number of triangles associated with N is returned from the LOD Selection
component. We gained a highly interactive rendering frame rate. With the quad-GPU system, the
FPS ranges from 29.16 to 16.84 for N values from 5 millions to 200 millions. We gained a slightly
increased FPS with more GPUs, and we fully took advantage of the increased size of memory
provided by more GPUs.
The major advantage of our approach is that the multi-GPU system is able to process and render
much more vertices and triangles than the multi-GPU system using existing solutions or a state-of-
the-art single-GPU approach. As mentioned in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, existing solutions such
as SLI, CrossFire and Equalizer require data replication across all GPUs; thus, the available GPU
memory for holding vertices and triangles is identical to a single GPU and does not increase as
adding more GPUs to the system. With our approach, a single-GPU system supports N up to 25
million ( with avg. 30.30 million triangles); a dual-GPU system supports N up to 70 million (with
avg. 56.48 million triangles); a triple-GPU system supports N up to 155 million (with avg.84.49
million triangles). Given the size of our experimental model, we did not have an upper limit of N
for the quad-GPU systems.
In Figure 4.8, we noticed when N is small (N ≤ 15), a smaller number of GPUs give a better
performance. This is because the times spent on LOD Selection, Load Balancing, Synchronizations
and Frame Exchange components become more significant impact factors in overall performance.
When N is large, a larger number of GPUs give a better performance. Section 4.5.2 provides a
more detailed analysis of those components.
We also noticed that our approach results in a good performance scalability. As the value of N
increases, the FPS first decreases and then becomes stable. Thus, the system with our approach has
the ability to handle the increase of workload without suffering an impact on performance, especially
when the system has more GPUs and higher values of N . This scalability is an important benefit
when a multi-GPU system comes to large model rendering.
4.5.2 Performance Breakdowns
We created a walk-through camera path that produced 1, 200 frames in the experimental scene.
The scene contains a total of 35 duplicated Power Plant models. The display resolution of the
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Figure 4.8: The performance over different values of N . The FPS is averaged over 1200 frames.
The increment of N is 5 million and stripNum = 2048.
monitor connected to each GPU is set to be 1024× 1024 which means the entire screen resolution
is 2048× 2048.
Table 4.1 shows the performance breakdown. The column of “N” is the desired number of vertices
for the entire scene specified by the user, which corresponds to the detail level applied to the scene.
The column of “# of Selected Triangles”, shows the actual minimum, maximum, and the average
number of triangles selected by the LOD Selection component over the camera path. The LOD
Selection and Load Balancing components are executed with an object-level parallelization. The
execution time of Load Balancing component increases as the number of GPUs increases, but it
never becomes a performance bottleneck. The GPU Out-of-Core component is the most time-
consuming component, which is an inherent issue from the previous work ( [127, 128, 129]). The
execution time of the Mesh Reformation component and Rasterization module are determined by
the number of triangles. For rasterization, we generated the OpenGL buffer objects to store vertices,
triangles and colors on GPUs, and we used a single draw call to render the entire scene. The time
of the Synchronization module is short and does not vary much with different number of GPUs.
The execution time of the Frame Exchanging module is sensitive to the number of GPUs. The
more GPUs are used in the system, the more data sending and receiving operations are involved
to exchange the screen portions among GPUs. Exchanging the screen portions among GPUs has
little cost, and this execution is not affected by the number of rendered vertices and triangles. The
Display component ports the composited frame to the monitor, which is very fast.
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In our experiment, if the value of N is large, the workstation with more GPUs results in faster
performance and better scalability. A large number of triangles are selected by the LOD Selection
component if a large value of N is chosen. In such case, the system with less GPUs fails to render the
scene, because vertices and triangles sent to a GPU exceed the memory limit. In our experiment,
the single-GPU, dual-GPU, and triple-GPU system fails the rendering at N equal to 25 million, 70
million, 155 million, respectively.
We tested the system performance at different screen resolutions. Table 4.2 shows the result. We
chose the maximum possible number of strips for each screen resolution, as listed in the column
of “# of strips”, so that the system can achieve the most balanced workload. When increasing
the screen resolution, the execution time of the Frame Exchanging module increases significantly,
which decreases the overall frame rate. The higher screen resolution is chosen, the more pixels are
exchanged among GPUs; consequently, the more execution time is spent on the Frame Exchanging
module. When increasing the screen resolution, more time is spent on the Display component due
to the need to display more pixels, but this component is always very efficient (< 0.5 millisecond).
The executions of LOD Selection, Load Balancing and Sychronization components are just slightly
affected by the changes of screen resolution.
4.5.3 Frame-by-Frame Performance Comparison
We conducted the frame-by-frame performance evaluation by comparing our approach to two modi-
fied implementations: (1) the LOD Only implementation (without load balancing) and (2) the Load
Balancing Only implementation (without LOD selection and mesh reformation). Both modified
implementations have the GPU Out-of-Core component enabled. For this evaluation, We employed
the quad-GPU system (2× 2). The test scene is the same as the one described in Section 4.5.2.
Comparison with the LOD Only Implementation
Without load balancing, each GPU renders the vertices and triangles that are inside its display
monitor. As the viewpoint is changing along the camera path, the number of vertices and triangles
rendered by the GPUs are not balanced, but the frame size of each GPU is fixed and already
balanced perfectly, without the need to execute the Frame Exchanging component.
As shown in Fig. 4.9-(a), our approach (with loading balancing and LOD) achieved 21.42 FPS
on average. The LOD Only implementation achieved 18.90 FPS on average, where the overall
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Figure 4.9: Frame-by-frame performance comparison over 1, 200 frames of the camera path. The
comparison was done on the quad-GPU system. The testing scene is composed of 35 Power Plant
models. For the implementations with LOD, N is equal to 50 million, and for the implementations
with load balancing, stripNum is equal to 2048. All implementations have the GPU out-of-core
enabled. (a) is the comparison between our approach (Load Balancing + LOD) and the LOD
Only implementation. (b) is the comparison between our approach and the Load Balancing Only
implementation.
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performance is determined by the GPU that renders the largest number of triangles since the load
balancing is not enabled. In our approach, the load balancing algorithm partitions the screen
unevenly in order to balance the number of triangles among the GPUs. This results in higher
performance than the LOD Only implementation. Such performance difference is significant for
most of the frames in the ranges of 0-120, 170-880 and 960-1200 (solid lines in Fig. 4.9-(a)).
In the frame ranges of 120-170 and 880-910 (dashed lines in Fig. 4.9-(a)), the performance of LOD
Only implementation is similar to our approach. This is because the partitioning line generated
from our approach’s Load Balancing component is close to the middle of the screen. In that case,
both approaches are able to balance the workload among GPUs, and therefore their Rasterization,
Synchronization, and Frame Exchanging components have similar execution time, which is deter-
mined by the GPU that has the largest amount of triangles. In our approach, the GPU with the
largest number of triangles, averaged from the frame 120 to 170, contains 14.24 million triangles;
in the LOD Only implementation, this number is 19.66 million. From the frame 400 to 700, when
the performance of our approach is much higher than the LOD Only implementation, this number
is 14.70 million in our approach and 29.14 million in the LOD Only implementation.
From frame 910 to 960 (point marker lines in Fig. 4.9-(a)), our approach has slightly lower per-
formance than the LOD Only implementation. The reason is that a large number of triangles are
streamed from CPU to GPU, so the GPU Out-of-Core component dominates in the overall compu-
tation. The averaged number of the streamed triangles in the frame range of 910-960 is 0.32 million
in our approach and 0.16 million in the LOD Only implementation, while the averaged number of
the stream triangles during the frame 400-700 is 0.22 million and 0.11 million, respectively.
Comparison with the Load Balancing Only Implementation
In the Load Balancing Only implementation, the LOD Selection and Mesh Reformation components
are disabled, so it always renders the original scene. As shown in Fig. 4.9-(b), the performance
of our approach (avg. 21.42 FPS) is always better than the Load Balancing Only implementation
(avg. 17.36 FPS).
In the frame ranges of 0-180, 270-750 and 920-1200 (solid lines in Fig. 4.9-(b)), the performance
difference is significant. This is because the LOD algorithm in our approach improves the efficiency
of the GPU Out-of-Core and Rasterization components by reducing the number of streamed and
rendered triangles significantly. For example, from the frame 420 to 580, the number of streamed
triangles is 0.18 million in our approach and 0.33 million in the Load Balancing Only implemen-
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tation; the number of rendered triangles is 13.65 million in our approach and 29.13 million in the
Load Balancing Only implementation.
In the frame ranges of 180-270 and 750-920 (dashed lines in Fig. 4.9-(b)), many objects are outside
the camera’s view frustum, so they are excluded from the streaming and rendering. As a result,
the differences in the number of the streamed and rendered triangles are less significant, and
subsequently the FPS of our approach is not significantly higher than the Load Balancing Only
implementation.
4.5.4 Efficiency Comparison
We evaluated the efficiency of our approach in comparison with the LOD Only and Load Balancing
Only implementations, using different values of N . The results are shown in Fig. 4.10. Because
the LOD Only implementation does not contain the Load Balancing component, it has the issue
that vertices and triangles may exceed a GPU’s memory limit, when most of the data in the scene
are processed in that GPU. Consequently, the system failed in rendering the scene. With the
camera path in our experiment, the LOD only implementation was able to render the full scene
when N ≤ 60 million. The Load Balancing Only does not contain the LOD Selection or Mesh
Reformation component, so it always renders the original scene and is not affected by the N at all.
Fig. 4.10-(a) shows the FPS comparison with different N values. As the value of N increases, the
FPS of the LOD Only implementation drops more quickly than our approach. At N = 60 million,
the FPS of our approach is 15.84% higher than the LOD Only implementation and 20.32% higher
than the Load Balancing Only implementation. When we continue increasing the value of N , the
amount of streamed and rendered data is increased, and therefore the FPS of our approach continues
decreasing towards the baseline, which is the FPS of the Load Balancing Only implementation. At
N = 185 million, our approach renders almost the full detail of the scene, so the FPS is almost the
same as the FPS of the Load Balancing Only implementation.
We also evaluated the efficiency of load balancing, by plotting the maximum difference of the
triangle counts between any two GPUs, As shown in Fig. 4.10-(b), in our approach and the Load
Balancing Only implementation, the maximum difference is constant and close to zero. This means
that our load balancing algorithm can efficiently balance the workload among GPUs, regardless of
whether it is integrated with the LOD algorithm or not. In contrast, as the value of N increases,
the LOD Only implementation has an increasing value of the maximum difference.
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Figure 4.10: The efficiency comparison charts among our approach (Load Balancing + LOD), the
LOD Only implementation, and the Load Balancing Only implementation with different N values.
The comparison was done on the quad-GPU system. The testing scene is composed of 35 Power
Plant models. The data points are the averaged values over the 1,200 frames of the camera path.
For the implementations with LOD, the increment of N is 5 million. For the implementations
with load balancing, stripNum is equal to 2048. (a) shows the FPS. (b) shows the maximum
difference of triangle counts between any two GPUs. (c) shows the rendering time which is the sum
of execution time of the Rasterization, Synchronization, and Frame Exchanging components.




































Figure 4.11: The influence of different stripNum values on the frame rate on the quad-GPU system
for the scene composed of 35 Power Plant models. Each data point associated with the execution
time of the load balancing algorithm. The value in the parenthesis is the percentage that the
algorithm’s execution time takes out of the total execution time. N is equal to 50 million.
The rendering efficiency is affected by the Rasterization, Synchronization and Frame Exchanging
components. As shown in Figure 4.10-(c), the LOD Only implementation has no cost on the Frame
Exchanging component, but the rendering time increases significantly when increasing the value of
N . This is because the rendering efficiency is affected significantly by the GPU that handles more
vertices and triangles than other GPUs. In the Load Balancing Only implementation, although the
workload is balanced among GPUs, each GPU has to render much more triangles than the GPUs
in our approach. In our approach, with both load balancing and LOD algorithms, the rendering
efficiency is improved significantly. At N = 60 million, the rendering time of our approach is 43.07%
less than that in the LOD Only implementation and 41% less than that in the Load Balancing Only
implementation.
Fig. 4.11 illustrates how different values of stripNum influence the overall performance (N = 50
million). As the value of stripNum increases, the time of executing the load balancing algorithm
does not vary much (diff. < 0.8ms). The percentage of the load balancing algorithm to the total
execution time is always below 6%. In our experiment, the screen resolution of the quad-GPU
system (2 × 2) is 2048 × 2048, so the largest stripNum is equal to 2048, which means one strip
corresponds to one pixel offset. If setting the stripNum to 2, the system would partition the screen
only once at the middle, which would be the same as the LOD Only implementation, and would
lead to imbalanced workloads. As the value of stripNum increases, the workload among GPUs
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Figure 4.12: The system performance comparison between the use of our load balancing algorithm
and the use of binary search algorithm with 30 Power Plant model. Each data point also associates
with the execution time of the algorithm. The value in the parenthesis is the percentage that the
algorithm eection takes out of the total execution time (N = 40M)
becomes more balanced, and subsequently, the overall frame rate increases.
We also compared our load balancing algorithm with the commonly-used binary search algo-
rithm (e.g., [105, 130, 135]) in Figure 4.12. The binary search algorithm balances the number
of triangles between GPUs by iteratively partitioning the screen at the middle. In the first iter-
ation, the view frustum is divided into half. The LOD result (T ) is recalculated by testing the
bounding volumes against the half frustum of the GPU (or the GPU group) with an object-level
parallelization. If a bounding volume is outside of the half frustum, the corresponding element in
T is set to zero. Then, if the numbers of triangles in the two half frustum are equal, the algorithm
stops and returns the partitioning position; otherwise, it continues to the second iteration and
partitions at the middle of the half frustum that contains more triangles. A maximum number of
such iterations is predefined, denoted as splitNum. The iterative process stops when the number
of iterations is equal to the value of splitNum. Then, the final T modified by the algorithm is used
by the GPU out-of-core component to load the primitives. For a fairly comparison reason, we used
a smaller static scene composed of 30 UNC Power Plant models. The scene contains 180.17 million
vertices, 381.13 million triangles ,and 4.54 million objects. The memory budget N was chosen
equaled to 40 million. The total screen resolution of the quad-GPU system for the rendering of the
Power Plant model is 2048 × 2048. The binary search algorithm produces same balancing results
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as our algorithm. For example, setting splitNum = 2 means the binary algorithm partitions at
the position of a quarter strip of the screen, which produces the same result as using our algorithm
with stripNum = 4.
Figure 4.12 illustrates how different configurations of the balancing algorithm influence the overall
frame rate. As the value of stripNum increases, the time of executing our algorithm does not vary
significantly (diff. < 1ms). When the splitNum is 1, which means the system only splits once at the
middle in the binary search algorithm, the performance is similar with our algorithm. But this is not
the best case and may always leads the unbalanced workload. As the value of splitNum increases,
its execution time increases dramatically (from 3.86ms to 68.16ms), and eventually becomes a
major bottleneck of the overall performance. For example, when the binary search algorithm has
splitNum = 11, its execution takes 59.33% of the total execution time. In contrast, the execution
of our algorithm is always below 7%.
4.5.5 Comparison with the Equalizer
We compared our approach to the Equalizer 2.0 ( [40, 41]), which is the state-of-the-art multi-
GPU multi-display approach and supports several load balancing techniques including 2D (sort-
first, since Equalizer 1.0), Dynamic DB (sort-last, since Equalizer 1.0) and Cross Segment (new
in Equalizer 2.0). For a fair comparison on the load balancing efficiency, we disabled the LOD
Selection, GPU Out-of-Core and Mesh Reformation components in our approach, and ran the
Equalizer’s eqPly mesh renderer application (no LOD or data streaming) on the quad-GPU system.
The testing data set is the scene composed of 20 Power Plant models, which can fit into a single
GPU memory. We set up a circular camera path that produces 300 frames. The path can ensure
that all objects are inside the view frustum, so that our approach and eqPly application always
balance the same amount of data. Equalizer took more than 24 minutes to build the KD tree
for the scene. Our approach maintains the AABBs of objects and edge collapses in arrays, rather
than using a hierarchical data structure like the KD tree in Equalizer. As a result, our approach
without LOD Selection, GPU Out-of-Core, and Mesh Reformation components achieved an average
of 25.53 FPS, and reached to 30.63 FPS with those components enabled and N = 50 million. The
Equalizer’s eqPly application achieved an average of 24.05 FPS for 2D, 11.37 FPS for Dynamic DB,
and 20.98 FPS for Cross Segment.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.13: The rendering results rendered by our approach with different N values and the original
rendering [35] (without LOD). (a) is the rendering result with N is equal to 3 million, (b) is the
rendering result with N is equal to 60 million, (c) is the original rendering result. The images in
the red rectangles are the zoom in screenshots of the far away objects taken by a reference camera.
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4.5.6 Quality Comparison
Fig. 4.13 is the rendering quality comparison with and without the LOD technique. Fig. 4.13 (c)
shows the rendering of the original scene. Fig. 4.13 (a) and (b) are the renderings of our approach
using different N values. The LOD Selection component selects different detail levels for objects.
The objects closer to the camera receive higher detail levels. The farther away an object locates,
the coarser level of detail it would receive, and less triangles would be rendered. When N is small,
as shown in Fig. 4.13 (a), where N = 3 million, most of objects in the scene are reduced to a coarse
version. This is because the N value limits the total number of triangles and vertices in the scene,
but it is good for achieving a real-time rendering rate. As the value of N increases, as shown in
Fig. 4.13 (b), where N = 60 million, the detail levels of objects are increased, and the quality is
better preserved than the quality at N = 3 million.
Chapter 5
Large Dynamic Crowd Rendering on
GPU
The static model is not the only type of data in the complex 3D environment. Dynamic crowd
is another typical type of data and is an important form of visual effects. While the efficient
rendering of a large animated crowd with a realistic visual appearance is a challenging task when
players interact with a complex game scene.
In video games, thousands of computer-articulated polygonal characters with a variety of appear-
ances can be generated to inhabit in a virtual scene like a village, a city, or a forest. Movements
of the crowd are usually programmed through a crowd simulator [58, 78, 93, 126] with given goals.
To achieve a realistic visual approximation of the crowd, each character is usually tessellated with
tessellation algorithms [146], which increases the character’s mesh complexity to a sufficient level,
so that fine geometric details and smooth mesh deformations can be preserved in the virtual scene.
As a result, the virtual scene may end up with a composition of millions of, or even hundreds of
millions of vertices and triangles. Rasterizing such a massive amount of vertices and triangles into
pixels is a high computational cost. Also, when storing them in memory, the required amount of
memory may be beyond a graphic hardware’s storage capability. Thus, in the production of video
games [11,103,131,133], advanced crowd rendering technologies are needed in order to increase the
rendering speed and reduce memory consumption while preserving the crowd’s visual fidelity.
To improve the diversity of character appearances in a crowd, a common method is duplicating
a character’s mesh many times and then assigning each duplication with a different texture and
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a varied animation. Some advanced methods allow developers to modify the shape proportion of
duplications, and then retarget rigs and animations to the modified meshes [36, 106] or synthesize
new motions [60,115]. With the support of hardware-accelerated geometry-instancing and pseudo-
instancing techniques [11, 109, 118, 123], multiple data of a character, including vertices, triangles,
textures, skeletons, skinning weights, and animations, can be cached in the memory of a graphics
processing unit (GPU). At each time when the virtual scene needs to be rendered, the renderer will
alter and assemble those data dynamically without the need of fetching them from CPU main mem-
ory. However, storing the duplications on the GPU consumes a large amount of memory and limits
the number of instances that can be rendered. Furthermore, even the instancing technique reduces
the CPU-GPU communication overhead, it may suffer the lack of dynamic mesh adaption (e.g.,
continuous level-of-detail).
In this chapter, I present a crowd rendering system, which achieves a real-time rendering rate for a
crowd composed of tens of thousands of animated characters. The system ensures a full utilization
of GPU memory and computational power through the integration with a continuous level-of-
detail (LOD) and view-frustum culling techniques. The size of memory allocated for each character
is adjusted dynamically in response to the change of levels of detail, as the camera’s viewing
parameters change. The scene of the crowd may end up with more than one hundred million
triangles. Different from existing instancing techniques, our approach is capable of rendering all
different characters through a single buffer object for each type of data. The system encapsulates
multiple data of each unique source character into buffer objects and textures, which can then be
accessed quickly by shader programs on the GPU as well as maintained efficiently by a general-
purpose GPU programming framework.
5.1 Related work in Crowd Rendering
Simulation and rendering are two primary computing components in a crowd application. They
are often tightly integrated as an entity to enable a special form of in-situ visualization, which
in general means data is rendered and displayed by a renderer in real-time while a simulation is
running and generating new data [102,141,169]. One example is the work presented by Hernandez
et al. [61] that simulated a wandering crowd behavior and visualized it using animated 3D virtual
characters on GPU clusters. Another example is the work presented by Perez et al. [132] that
simulated and visualized crowds in a virtual city. In this section, we first briefly review some
previous work contributing to crowd simulation. Then, more related to our work, we focus on
acceleration techniques contributing to crowd rendering, including level-of-detail (LOD), visibility
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culling, and instancing techniques.
A crowd simulator uses macroscopic algorithms (e.g., continuum crowds [152], aggregate dynam-
ics [116], vector fields [75], and navigation fields [125]) or microscopic algorithms (e.g., morphable
crowds [76] and socially plausible behaviors [124]) to create crowd motions and interactions. Out-
comes of the simulator are usually a successive sequence of time frames, and each frame contains
arrays of positions and orientations in the 3D virtual environment. Each pair of position and ori-
entation information defines the global status of a character at a given time frame. McKenzie et
al. [107] developed a crowd simulator to generate non-combatant civilian behaviors which is inter-
operable with a simulation of modern military operations. Zhou et al. [172] classified the existing
crowd modeling and simulation technologies based on the size and time scale of simulated crowds,
and evaluated them based on their flexibility, extensibility, execution efficiency and scalability.
Zhang et al. [166] presented a unified interaction framework on GPU to simulate the behavior of a
crowd at interactive frame rates in a fine-grained parallel fashion. Malinowski et al. [104] was able
to perform large scale simulations that resulted in tens of thousands of simulated agents.
Visualizing a large number of simulated agents using animated characters is a challenging computing
task and worth an in-depth study. Beacco et al. [11] surveyed previous approaches for real-time
crowd rendering. They reviewed and examined existing acceleration techniques, and pointed out
that LOD techniques have been used widely in order to achieve high rendering performance, where
a far-away character can be represented with a coarse version of the character as the alternative
for rendering. A well-known approach is using discrete LOD representations, which are a set of
offline simplified versions of a mesh. At the rendering stage, the renderer selects the desired version
and renders it without any additional processing cost at runtime. However, Discrete LODs require
too much memory for storing all simplified versions of the mesh. Also, as mentioned by Cleju
and Saupe [23], discrete LODs could cause “popping” visual artifacts because of the unsmooth
shape transition between simplified versions. Dobbyn et al. [34] introduced a hybrid rendering
approach that combines image-based and geometry-based rendering techniques. They evaluated the
rendering quality and performance in an urban crowd simulation. In their approach, the characters
in the distance were rendered with image-based LOD representations, and they were switched to
geometric representations when they were within a closer distance. Although the visual quality
seemed better than using discrete LOD representations, popping artifacts also occurred when the
renderer switches content between image representations and geometric representations. Ulicny et
al. [153] presented an authoring tool to create crowd scenes of thousands of characters. To provide
users immediate visual feedback, they used low-poly meshes for source characters. The meshes
were kept in OpenGL’s display lists on GPU for fast rendering.
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Characters in a crowd are polygonal meshes. The mesh is rigged by a skeleton. Rotations of the
skeleton’s joints transform surrounding vertices, and subsequently, the mesh can be deformed to
create animations. While LOD techniques for simplifying general polygonal meshes have been stud-
ied maturely (e.g., progressive meshes [66], quadric error metrics [52]), not many existing works
studied how to simplify animated characters. Landreneau and Schaefer [89] presented a mesh sim-
plification criteria to preserve deforming features of animations on simplified versions of the mesh.
Their approach was developed based on quadric error metrics, and they added simplification cri-
teria with the consideration of vertices’ skinning weights from the joints of the skeleton and the
shape deviation between the character’s rest pose and a deformed shape in animations. Their ap-
proach produced more accurate animations for dynamically simplified characters than many other
LOD-based approaches, but it caused a higher computational cost, so it may be challenging to
integrate their approach into a real-time application. Willmott [161] presented a rapid algorithm
to simplify animated characters. The algorithm was developed based on the idea of vertex clus-
tering. The author mentioned the possibility to implement the algorithm on the GPU. However,
in comparison to the algorithm with progressive meshes, it did not produce well-simplified char-
acters to preserve fine features of character appearance. Feng et al. [47] employed triangular-char
geometry images to preserve the features of both static and animated characters. Their approach
achieved high rendering performance by implement geometry images with multi-resolution on the
GPU. In their experiment, they demonstrated a real-time rendering rate for a crowd composed of
15.3 million triangles. However, there could be a potential LOD adaptation issue if the geometry
images become excessively large. Peng et al. [131] proposed a GPU-based LOD-enabled system to
render crowds along with a novel texture-preserving algorithm on simplified versions of the char-
acter. They employed a continuous LOD technique to refine or reduce mesh details progressively
during the runtime. However, their approach was based on the simulation of single virtual humans.
Instantiating and rendering multiple types of characters were not possible in their system. Savoy
et al. [142] presented a web-based crowd rendering system that employed the discrete LOD and
instancing techniques.
Visibility culling technique is another type of acceleration techniques for crowd rendering. With
visibility culling, a renderer is able to reject a character from the rendering pipeline if it is outside
the view frustum or blocked by other characters or objects. Visibility culling techniques do not cause
any loss of visual fidelity on visible characters. Tecchia et al. [150] performed efficient occlusion
culling for a highly populated scene. They subdivided the virtual environmental map into a 2D
grid and used it to build a KD-tree of the virtual environment. The large and static objects in
the virtual environment, such as buildings, were used as occluders. Then, an occlusion tree was
built at each frame and merged with the KD-tree. Barczak et al. [9] integrated GPU-accelerated
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view-frustum culling and occlusion culling techniques into a crowd rendering system. The system
used a vertex shader to test whether or not the bounding sphere of a character intersects with the
view frustum. A hierarchical Z-buffer image was built dynamically in a vertex shader in order to
perform occlusion culling. Hernandez and Isaac Rudomin [62] combined view-frustum culling and
LOD selection. Desired detail levels were assigned only to the characters inside the view frustum.
Instancing techniques have been commonly used for crowd rendering. Their execution is accelerated
by GPUs with graphics apis such as DirectX and OpenGL. Zelsnack [170] presented coding details
of the pseudo-instancing technique using OpenGL shader language (GLSL). The pseudo-instancing
technique requires per-instance calls sent to and executed on the GPU. Carucci [19] introduced the
geometry instancing technique which renders all vertices and triangles of a crowd scene through a
geometry shader using one call. Millan and Rudomin [109] used the pseudo-instancing technique
for rendering full-detail characters that were closer to the camera. The far-away characters with
low details were rendered using impostors (an image-based approach). Ashraf and Zhou [8] used a
hardware-accelerated method through programmable shaders to animated crowds. Klein et al. [84]
presented an approach to render configurable instances of 3D characters for the web. They im-
proved XML3D to store 3D content in a more efficient way in order to support an instancing-based
rendering mechanism. However, their approach lacked of support for multiple character assets.
5.2 Crowd Rendering System Overview
Our crowd rendering system first preprocesses source characters, and then performs runtime tasks
on the GPU. Figure 5.1 illustrates an overview of our system. The system integrates view-frustum
culling and continuous LOD techniques for the dynamic crowd rendering acceleration. Furthermore,
the system integrates load balancing and frame exchanging for workload balancing, similar as
described in Section 4.4.
At the preprocessing stage, a fine-to-coarse progressive mesh simplification algorithm is applied to
every source character. In accordance with the edge-collapsing criteria [66, 131], the simplification
algorithm selects edges and then collapses them by merging adjacent vertices iteratively, and then
removes the triangles containing the collapsed edges. The edge-collapsing operations are stored as
data arrays on the GPU. Vertices and triangles can be recovered by splitting the collapsed edges,
and are restored with respect to the order of applying coarse-to-fine splitting operations. Vertex
normal vectors are used in our system to determine a proper shading effect for the crowd. A
bounding sphere is computed for each source character. It tightly encloses all vertices in all frames
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Figure 5.1: The overview of the crowd multi-GPU rendering system.
of the character’s animation. The bounding sphere will be used during the runtime to test an
instance against the view frustum. Note that bounding spheres may be in different sizes because
the sizes of source characters may be different. Other data, including textures, UVs, skeletons,
skinning weights, and animations, are packed into textures. They can be accessed quickly by
shader programs and the general-purpose GPU programming framework during the runtime.
The runtime pipeline of our system is executed on the GPU through seven parallel processing
components. We use an instance ID in shader programs to track the index of each instance, which
corresponds to the occurrence of a source character at a global location and orientation in the
virtual scene. A unique source character ID is assigned to each source character, which is used
by an instance to index back to the source character that it is instantiated from. We assume that
the desired number of instances is provided by users as a parameter in the system configuration.
The global positions and orientations of instances simulated from a crowd simulator are passed
into our system as input. They determine where the instances should occur in the virtual scene.
The component of View-Frustum Culling determines the visibility of instances. An instance will
be considered to be visible if its bounding sphere is inside or intersects with the view frustum. The
component of LOD Selection determines the desired detail level of the instances. It is executed
with an instance-level parallelization. A detailed level is represented as the numbers of vertices
and triangles selected which are assembled from the vertex and triangle repositories. The Load
Balancing component assigns the balanced number of triangles that will be rendered on that GPU
base on the partitioning position. The component of LOD Mesh Generation produces LOD meshes
using the selected vertices and triangles. The size of GPU memory may not be enough to store all
the instances at their finest levels. Thus, a configuration parameter called the primitive budget is
passed into the runtime pipeline as a global constraint to ensure the generated LOD meshes fit into
the GPU memory. The component of Animating Meshes attaches skeletons and animations to the
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simplified versions (LOD meshes) of the instances. The Frame Exchanging component renders a
screen region larger than the region it displays will send the extra screen region to other GPUs. At
the end of the pipeline, the Rendering component rasterizes the LOD meshes along with appropriate
textures and UVs, and displays the result on the screen.
5.3 Fundamentals of LOD Selection and Character Animation
During the step of preprocessing, the mesh of each source character is simplified by collapsing
edges. Same as existing work, the collapsing criteria in our approach preserves features at high
curvature regions [47] and avoids collapsing the edges on or crossing texture seams [131]. Edges
are collapsed one-by-one. We utilized the same method presented in [129], which saved collapsing
operations into an array structure suitable for the GPU architecture. The index of each array
element represents the source vertex and the value of the element represents the target vertex it
merges to. By using the array of edge collapsing, the repositories of vertices and triangles are
rearranged in an increasing order, so that, at runtime, the desired complexity of a mesh can be
generated by selecting a successive sequence of vertices and triangles from the repositories. Then,
the skeleton-based animations are applied to deform the simplified meshes. Figure 5.2 shows the
different levels of detail of several source characters that are used in our work. In this section, we
brief the techniques of LOD selection and character animation.
5.3.1 LOD Selection
Let’s denote K as the total number of instances in the virtual scene. A desired level of details for an
instance can be represented as the pair of {vNum, tNum}, where vNum is the desired number of
vertices, and tNum is the desired number of triangles. Given a value of vNum, the value of tNum
can be retrieved from the prerecorded edge-collapsing information [129]. Thus, the goal of LOD
selection is to determine an appropriate value of vNum for each instance, with considerations of
the available GPU memory size and the instance’s spatial relationship to the camera. If an instance
is outside the view frustum, the vNum is set to zero. For the instances inside the view frustum,
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Figure 5.2: The examples showing different levels of detail for seven source characters. From top
to bottom, the numbers of triangles are: (a) Alien: 5,688, 1,316, 601 and 319; (b) Bug: 6,090,
1,926, 734 and 434; (c) Daemon: 6,652, 1,286, 612 and 444; (d) Nasty: 6,848, 1,588, 720, and 375;
(e) Ripper Dog: 4,974, 1,448, 606 and 309; (f) Spider: 5,868, 1,152, 436 and 257; (g) Titan: 6,518,
1,581, 681 and 362.
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Equation 5.1 is the same as the first-pass algorithm presented by Peng and Cao [129]. It originates
from the model perception method presented by Funkhouser et al. [50], and is improved by Peng
and Cao [128,129] to accelerate the rendering of large CAD models. We found that Equation 5.1 is
also a suitable metric for the large crowd rendering. In the equation, N refers to the total number
of vertices that can be retained on the GPU, which is a user-specified value computed based on the
available size of GPU memory. The value of N can be tuned to balance the rendering performance
and visual quality. wi is the weight computed with the projected area of the bounding sphere of the
ith instance on the screen (Ai) and the distance to the camera (Di). α is the perception parameter
introduced by Funkhouser et al. [50]. In our work, the value of α is set to 3.
With vNum and tNum, the successive sequences of vertices and triangles are retrieved from the
vertex and triangle repositories of the source character. By applying the parallel triangle reforma-
tion algorithm [128, 129], the desired shape of the simplified mesh is generated using the selected
vertices and triangles.
5.3.2 Animation
In order to create character animations, each LOD mesh has to be bound to a skeleton along
with skinning weights added to influence the movement of the mesh’s vertices. As a result, the
mesh will be deformed by rotating joints of the skeleton. As we mentioned earlier, each vertex
may be influenced by a maximum of four joints. We want to note that the vertices forming the
LOD mesh are a subset of the original vertices of the source character. There is not any new
vertex introduced during the preprocess of mesh simplification. Because of this, we were able to
use original skinning weights to influence the LOD mesh. When transformations defined in an
animation frame are loaded on the joints, the final vertex position will be computed by summing
the weighted transformations of the skinning joints. Let’s denote each of the four joints influencing
a vertex v as Jnti, where i ∈ [0, 3]. The weight of Jnti on the vertex v is denoted as WJnti . Thus,











WJnti = 1 (5.2)
In Equation 5.2, Pv is the vertex position at the time when the mesh is bound to the skeleton.
When the mesh is first loaded without the use of animation data, the mesh is placed in the initial
binding pose. When using an animation, the inverse of the binding pose needs to be multiplied
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by an animated pose. This is reflected in the equation, where B−1Jnti is the inverse of binding
transformation of the joint Jnti, and TJnti represents the transformation of the joint Jnti from the
current frame of the animation. G is the transformation representing the instance’s global position
and orientation. Note that the transformations B−1Jnti , TJnti , and G are represented in the form of
4× 4 matrix. The weight WJnti is a single float value, and the four weight values must sum to 1.
5.4 Source Character and Instance Management
Geometry-instancing and pseudo-instancing techniques are the primary solutions for rendering a
large number of instances, while allowing the instances to have different global transformations.
The pseudo-instancing technique is used in OpenGL and calls instances’ drawing functions one-by-
one. The geometry-instancing technique is included in Direct3D since version 9 and in OpenGL
since version 3.3. It advances the pseudo-instancing technique in terms of reducing the number of
draw calls. It supports the use of a single draw call for instances of a mesh, and therefore reduces
the communication cost of sending call requests from CPU to GPU, and subsequently increases the
performance. As regards data storage on the GPU, buffer objects are used for shader programs to
access and update data quickly. A buffer object is a contiguous memory block on the GPU and
allows the renderer to rasterize data in a retained mode. In particular, a vertex buffer object (VBO)
stores vertices. An index buffer object (IBO) stores indices of vertices that form triangles or other
polygonal types used in our system. In particular, the geometry-instancing technique requires a
single copy of vertex data maintained in the VBO, a single copy of triangle data maintained in the
IBO, and a single copy of distinct world transformations of all instances. However, if the source
character has a high geometric complexity and there are lots of instances, the geometry-instancing
technique may make the uniform data type in shaders hit the size limit, due to the large amount of
vertices and triangles sent to the GPU. In such a case, the draw call has to be broken into multiple
calls.
There are two types of implementations for instancing techniques: static batching and dynamic
batching [19]. The single-call method in the geometry-instancing technique is implemented with
static batching, while the multi-call method in both the pseudo-instancing and geometry-instancing
techniques are implemented with dynamic batching. In static batching, all vertices and triangles of
the instances are saved into a VBO and IBO. In dynamic batching, the vertices and triangles are
maintained in different buffer objects and drawn separately. The implementation with static batch-
ing has the potential to fully utilize the GPU memory, while dynamic batching would underutilize
the memory. The major limitation of static batching is the lack of LOD and skinning supports.
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This limitation makes the static batching not suitable for rendering animated instances, though
it has been proved to be faster than dynamic batching in terms of the performance of rasterizing
meshes.
In our work, the storage of instances is managed similarly to the implementation of static batching,
while individual instances can still be accessed similarly to the implementation of dynamic batching.
Therefore, our approach can be seamlessly integrated with LOD and skinning techniques, while
taking the use of a single VBO and IBO for fast rendering. This section describes the details of our
contributions for character and instance management, including texture packing, UV-guided mesh
rebuilding, and instance indexing.
5.4.1 Packing Skeleton, Animation, and Skinning Weights into Textures
Smooth deformation of a 3D mesh is a computationally expensive process because each vertex of the
mesh needs to be repositioned by the joints that influence it. We packed the skeleton, animations,
and skinning weights into 2D textures on the GPU, so that shader programs can access them
quickly. The skeleton is the binding pose of the character. As explained in Equation 5.2, the
inverse of the binding pose’s transformation is used during the runtime. In our approach, we stored
this inverse into the texture as the skeletal information. For each joint of the skeleton, instead of
storing individual translation, rotation, and scale values, we stored their composed transformation
in the form of a 4 × 4 matrix. Each joint’s binding pose transformation matrix takes four RGBA
texels for storage. Each RGBA texel stores a row of the matrix. Each channel stores a single
element of the matrix. By using OpenGL, matrices are stored as the format of GL RGBA32F in
the texture, which is a 32-bit floating-point type for each channel in one texel. Let’s denote the
total number of joints in a skeleton as K. Then, the total number of texels to store the entire
skeleton is 4K.
We used the same format for storing the skeleton to store an animation. Each animation frame
needs 4K texels to store the joints’ transformation matrices. Let’s denote the total number of
frames in an animation as Q. Then, the total number of texels for storing the entire animation is
4KQ. For each animation frame, the matrix elements are saved into successive texels in the row
order. Here we want to note that each animation frame starts from a new row in the texture.
The skinning weights of each vertex are four values in the range of [0, 1], where each value repre-
sents the influencing percentage of a skinning joint. For each vertex, the skinning weights require
eight data elements, where the first four data elements are joint indices, and the last four are the



















Figure 5.3: An example showing the process of unfolding a cube mesh and mapping it into a flatten
patch in 2D texture space. (a) is the 3D cube mesh formed by 8 vertices and 6 triangles. (b) is
the unfolded texture map formed by 14 pairs of texture coordinates and 6 triangles. Bold lines are
the boundary edges (seams) to cut the cube, and the vertices in red are boundary vertices that
are mapped into multiple pairs of texture coordinates. In (b), ui stands for a point (si, ti) in 2D
texture space, and vi in the parenthesis is the corresponding vertex in the cube.
corresponding weights. In other words, each vertex requires two RGBA texels to store the skinning
weights. The first texel is used to store joint indices, and the second texel is used to store weights.
5.4.2 UV-Guided Mesh Rebuilding
A 3D mesh is usually a seamless surface without boundary edges. The mesh has to be cut and
unfolded into 2D flatten patches before a texture image can be mapped onto it. To do this, some
edges have to be selected properly as boundary edges, from which the mesh can be cut. The
relationship between the vertices of a 3D mesh and 2D texture coordinates can be described as a
texture mapping function F (x, y, z)→ {(si, ti)}. Inner vertices (those not on boundary edges) have
a one-to-one texture mapping. In other words, each inner vertex is mapped to a single pair of texture
coordinates. For the vertices on boundary edges, since boundary edges are the cutting seams, a
boundary vertex needs to be mapped to multiple pairs of texture coordinates. Figure 5.3 shows
an example that unfolds a cube mesh and maps it into a flatten patch in 2D texture space. In the
figure, ui stands for a point in the 2D texture space. Each vertex on the boundary edges is mapped
to more than one points, which are F (v0) = {u1, u3}, F (v3) = {u10, u12}, F (v4) = {u0, u4, u6}, and
F (v7) = {u7, u9, u13}.
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Algorithm 5 UV-Guided Mesh Rebuilding Algorithm
RebuildMesh(
Input: V erts, Tris, TexCoords, Norms, TexInx, oriTriNum, texCoordNum;
Output: V erts′, Tris′, Norms′)
1: checked[texCoordNum]← false;
2: for each triangle i of oriTriNum do
3: for each vertex j in the ith triangle do
4: texPoint id← TexInx[3 ∗ i+ j];
5: if checked[texPoint id] = false then
6: checked[texPoint id]← true;
7: vert id← Tris[3 ∗ i+ j];
8: for each coordinate k in the kth vertex do
9: V erts′[3 ∗ texPoint id+ k] = V erts[3 ∗ vert id+ k];





15: Tris′ ← TexInx;
In a hardware-accelerated renderer, texture coordinates are indexed from a buffer object, and each
vertex should associate to a single pair of texture coordinates. Since the texture mapping function
produces more than one pairs of texture coordinates for boundary vertices, we conducted a mesh
rebuilding process to duplicate boundary vertices, and mapped each duplicated one to a unique
texture point. By doing this, although the number of vertices is increased due to the cuttings on
boundary edges, the number of triangles is the same as the number of triangles in the original
mesh. In our approach, we initialized two arrays to store UV information. One array stores
texture coordinates, the other array stores the indices of texture points with respect to the order
of triangle storage. Algorithm 5 shows the algorithmic process to duplicate boundary vertices by
looping through all triangles. In the algorithm, V erts is the array of original vertices storing 3D
coordinates (x, y, z). Tris is the array of original triangles storing the sequence of vertex indices.
Similar to Tris, TexInx is the array of indices of texture points in 2D texture space, and represents
the same triangular topology as the mesh. Note that the order of triangle storage for the mesh is
the same as the order of triangle storage for the 2D texture patches. Norms is the array of vertex
normal vectors. oriTriNum is the total number of original triangles, and texCoordNum is the













triangles to desired shapes
Figure 5.4: An example illustrating the data structures for storing vertices and triangles of three
instances in VBO and IBO, respectively. Those data are stored on the GPU and all data operations
are executed in parallel on the GPU. The VBO and IBO store data for all instances that are selected
from the array of original vertices and triangles of the source characters. The vNum and tNum
arrays are the LOD section result.
number of texture points in 2D texture space.
After rebuilding the mesh, the number of vertices in V erts′ will be identical to the number of
texture points texCoordNum, and the array of triangles (Tris′) is replaced by the array of indices
of the texture points (TexInx).
5.4.3 Source Character and Instance Indexing
After applying the data packing and mesh rebuilding methods presented in Section 5.4.1 and Sec-
tion 5.4.2, the multiple data of a source character are organized into GPU-friendly data structures.
The character’s skeleton, skin weights, and animations are packed into textures and read-only in
shader programs on the GPU. The vertices, triangles, texture coordinates, and vertex normal vec-
tors are stored in arrays and retained on the GPU. During the runtime, based on the LOD selection
result (see Section 5.3.1), a successive subsequence of vertices, triangles, texture coordinates, and
vertex normal vectors are selected for each instance and maintained as single buffer objects. As
mentioned in Section 5.3.1, the simplified instances are constructed in a parallel fashion through a
general-purpose GPU programming framework. Then, the framework interoperates with the GPU’s
shader programs, and allows shaders to perform rendering tasks for the instances. Because contin-
uous LOD and animated instancing techniques are assumed to be used in our approach, instances
have to be rendered one-by-one, which is the same as the way of rendering animated instances in
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geometry-instancing and pseudo-instancing techniques. However, our approach needs to construct
the data within one execution call, rather than dealing with per-instance data.
Figure 5.4 illustrates the data structures of storing VBO and IBO on the GPU. Based on the
result of LOD selection, each instance is associated with a vNum and a tNum (see Section 5.3.1)
that represent the number of vertices and triangles selected based on the current view setting.
We employed CUDA Thrust [13] to process the arrays of vNum and tNum using the prefix sum
algorithm in a parallel fashion. As a result, for example, each vNum[i] represents the offset of
vertex count prior to the ith instance, and the number of vertices for the ith instance is (vNum[i+
1]− vNum[i]).
Algorithm 6 describes the vertex transformation process in parallel in the vertex shader. It trans-
forms the instance’s vertices to their destination positions while the instance is being animated.
In the algorithm, charNum represents the total number of source characters. The inverses of
the binding pose skeletons are a texture array denoted as invBindPose[charNum]. The skinning
weights are a texture array denoted as skinWeights[charNum]. We used a walk animation for each
source character, and the texture array of the animations is denoted as anim[charNum]. gMat
is the global 4 × 4 transformation matrix of the instance in the virtual scene. This algorithm is
developed based on the data packing formats described in Section 5.4.1. Each source character
is assigned with a unique source character ID, denoted as c id in the algorithm. The draw calls
are issued per instance, so c id is passed into the shader as an input parameter. The function of
GetLoc() computes the coordinates in the texture space to locate which texel to fetch. The input
of GetLoc() includes the current vertex or joint index (id) that needs to be mapped, the width
(w) and height (h) of the texture, and the number of texels (dim) associating to the vertex or
joint. For example, to retrieve a vertex’s skinning weights, the dim is set to 2; to retrieve a joint’s
transformation matrix, the dim is set to 4. In the function of TransformV ertices(), vertices of the
instance are transformed in a parallel fashion by the composed matrix (composedMat) computed
from a weighted sum of matrices of the skinning joints. The function Sample() takes a texture and
the coordinates located in the texture space as input. It returns the values encoded in texels. The
Sample() function is usually provided in a shader programming framework. Different from the ren-
dering of static models, animated characters change geometric shapes over time due to continuous
pose changes in the animation. In the algorithm, f id stands for the current frame index of the
instance’s animation. f id is updated in the main code loop during the execution of the game.
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Algorithm 6 Transforming vertices of an instance in vertex shader
GetLoc(
Input: w, h, id, dim
Output: unit x, unit y, x, y)
1: unit x← 1/w;
2: unit y ← 1/h;
3: x← dim ∗ (id%(w/dim)) ∗ unit x;
4: y ← (id/(w/dim)) ∗ unit y;
TransformVertices(
Input: V erts′, invPose[charNum], skinWeights[charNum], anim[charNum], gMat, c id, f id;
Output: V erts′′)
1: for each vertex vi in V erts
′ in parallel do
2: Matrix4× 4 : composedMat← identity;
3: {unit x, unit y, x, y} ← GetLoc(skinweights[c id].width, skinweights[c id].height, i, 2);
4: h← skinweights[c id].height;
5: V ector4 : jntInx← Sample(skinWeights[c id], (0 ∗ unit x+ x), y);
6: V ector4 : weights← Sample(skinWeights[c id], (1 ∗ unit x+ x), y);
7: for each j in 4 do
8: Matrix4× 4 : invBindMat;
9: {unit x, unit y, x, y} ← GetLoc(invPose[c id].width, invPose[c id].height, jntInx[j], 4);
10: for each k in 4 do
11: invBindMatrow[k] ← Sample(invPose[c id], (k ∗ unit x+ x), y);
12: end for
13: {unit x, unit y, x, y} ← GetLoc(anim[c id].width, anim[c id].height, jntInx[j], 4);
14: Offset← f id ∗ (totalJntNum/anim[c id].width/4) ∗ unit y;
15: Matrix4× 4 : animMat;
16: for each k in 4 do
17: animMatrow[k] ← Sample(anim[c id], (k ∗ unit x+ x), Offset+ y);
18: end for
19: composedMat+ = weights[j] ∗ animMat ∗ invBindMat;
20: end for
21: V erts′′[i] = modelV iewProjectionMat ∗ gMat ∗ composedMat ∗ V erts′[i];
22: end for
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Table 5.1: The data information of the source characters used in our experiment. Note that the data
information represents the characters that are prior to the process of UV-guided mesh rebuilding
(see Section 5.4.2).
Names of Source Characters # of Vertices # of Triangles # of texture UVs # of Joints
Alien 2846 5688 3334 64
Bug 3047 6090 3746 44
Creepy 2483 4962 2851 67
Daemon 3328 6652 4087 55
Devourer 2975 5946 3494 62
Fat 2555 5106 2960 50
Mutant 2265 4526 2649 46
Nasty 3426 6848 3990 45
Pangolin 2762 5520 3257 49
Ripper Dog 2489 4974 2982 48
Rock 2594 5184 3103 62
Spider 2936 5868 3374 38
Titan 3261 6518 3867 45
Troll 2481 4958 2939 55
5.5 Experiment and Analysis
For the purpose of testing our crowd rendering system, we built a workstation with four GPUs
installed. 14 unique source characters were employed in the system. Table 5.1 shows the data
configurations of those source characters. Each source character is articulated with a skeleton and
fully skinned and animated with a walk animation. Each one contains an unfolded texture UV set
along with a texture image at the resolution of 2048×2048. We stored those source characters on the
GPU. Also, all source characters have been preprocessed by the mesh simplification and animation
algorithms described in Section 4.4.1. We stored the edge-collapsing information and the character
bounding spheres in arrays on the GPU. In total, the source characters require 184.50MB memory
for storage. The size of mesh data is much smaller than the size of texture images. The mesh data
requires 16.50MB memory for storage, which is only 8.94% of the total memory consumed. At the
initialization of the system, we randomly assigned a source character to each instance.
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Table 5.2: Performance breakdowns for the system with a pre-created camera path with total 30,000
instances. The FPS value and the component execution times are averaged over 1000 frames. The
total number of triangles (before the use of LOD) is 169.07 million.
N FPS
# of Rendered Component Execution Times (millisecond)
Triangles (million) View-Frustum Culling Mesh
Gen.
Animations
RenderingMin. Max. Avg. LOD Selection
1 47.91 1.88 9.70 5.20 0.68 2.87 26.06
5 43.30 6.12 10.14 7.50 0.65 3.87 26.44
10 32.82 11.64 13.78 13.04 0.65 6.27 29.40
15 23.00 17.88 20.73 19.54 0.71 9.45 36.43
20 18.71 23.13 27.73 26.23 0.68 12.52 42.85
5.5.1 Visual Fidelity and Performance Evaluations
As defined in Section 5.3.1, N is a memory budget parameter that determines the geometric com-
plexity and the visual quality of the entire crowd. For each instance in the crowd, the corresponding
bounding sphere is tested against the view frustum to determine its visibility. The value of N is
only distributed across visible instances.
We created a fixed walk-through camera path for the rendering of the crowd. The camera path
emulates a gaming navigation behavior and produces a total of 1,000 frames. The entire crowd
contains 30,000 instances spread out in the virtual scene with pre-defined movements and moving
trajectories. Figure 5.5 shows a rendered frame of the crowd with the value of N set to 1, 6, and
10 million, respectively. The main camera moves on the walk-through path. The reference camera
aims at the instances far away from the main camera and shows a close-up view of those far-away
instances. Our LOD-based instancing method ensures the total number of selected vertices and
triangles is within the specified memory budget while preserving the fine details of instances that
are closer to the main camera. Although the far-away instances are simplified significantly because
of the long distances to the main camera, their appearance in the main camera does not cause a
loss of visual fidelity. Figure 5.5 (a) shows the visual appearance of the crowd rendered from the
viewpoint of the main camera (top images), in which far-away instances are rendered using the
simplified versions (bottom images).
If all instances are rendered at the level of full detail, the total number of triangles would be 169.07
million. Through the simulation of the walk-through camera path, we had an average of 15, 771





N = 1 million N = 6 million N = 10 million
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.5: An example of the rendering result produced by our system using different N values. (a)
shows the captured images with N = 1, 6, 10 million. The top images are the rendered frame from
the main camera. The bottom images are rendered based on the setting of the reference camera,
which aims at the instances that are far away from the main camera. (b) shows the entire crowd,
including the view frustums of the two cameras. The yellow dots in (b) represent the instances
outside the view frustum of the main camera.
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Frames per sencod (FPS)
N (million)
Figure 5.6: The change of FPS over different values of N by using our approach. The FPS is
averaged over the total of 1,000 frames.
instances inside the view frustum. The maximum and minimum numbers of instances inside the
view frustum are 29,967 and 5,038, respectively. We specified different values for N . Table 5.2
shows the performance breakdowns in regards to the runtime processing components in our system.
In the table, the “# of Rendered Triangles” column includes the minimum, maximum, and averaged
number of triangles selected during the runtime. As we can see, the higher value of N is, the more
triangles are selected to generate simplified instances, and subsequently, a better visual quality is
obtained for the crowd. Our approach is memory efficient. Even when N is set to a large value
such as 20 million, the crowd needs only 26.23 million triangles on average, which is only 15.51% of
the original number of triangles. When the value of N is small, the difference between the averaged
and the maximum number of triangles is significant. For example, when N is equal to 5 million,
the difference is at a ratio (average/maximum) of 73.96%. This indicates that the number of
triangles in the crowd varies significantly according to the change of instance-camera relationships
(including instances’ distance to the camera and their visibility). This is because a small value
of N limits the level of details that an instance can reach up. Even if an instance is close to the
camera, it may not obtain a sufficient cut from the N to satisfy the desired detail level. As we can
see in the table, when the value of N becomes larger than 10 million, the ratio is increased to 94%.
The View-Frustum Culling and LOD Selection components are implemented together, and both
are executed in parallel at an instance level. Thus, the execution time of this component does not
change as the value of N increases. The component of LOD Mesh Generation is executed in parallel
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Figure 5.7: The performance comparison of our approach, pseudo-instancing technique and point-
based technique over different numbers of instances. Two values of N are chosen for our approach
(N = 5 million and N = 10 million). The FPS is averaged over the total of 1,000 frames.
at a triangle level. Its execution time increases as the value of N increases. Animating Meshes and
Rendering components are executed with the acceleration of OpenGL’s buffer objects and shader
programs. They are time-consuming, and their execution time increases as more triangles need to
be rendered. Figure 5.6 shows the change of FPS over different values of N . As we can see in
the figure, the FPS decreases as the value of N increases. When N is smaller than 4 million, the
decreasing slope of FPS is small. This is because the change in the number of triangles over frames
of the camera path is small. When N is small, many close-up instances end down to the lowest level
of details due to the insufficient memory budget from N . When N increases from 4 to 17 million,
the decreasing slope of FPS becomes larger. This is because the number of triangles over frames
of the camera path varies considerably with different values of N . As the N increases beyond
17 million, the decreasing slop becomes smaller again, as many instances, including far-away ones
reach the full level of details.
5.5.2 Comparison and Discussion
We analyzed two rendering techniques and compared them against our approach in terms of per-
formance and visual quality. The pseudo-instancing technique minimizes the amount of data du-
plication by sharing vertices and triangles among all instances, but it does not support LOD on a







Figure 5.8: The visual quality comparison of our approach, pseudo-instancing technique and point-
based technique. The number of rendered instances on the screen is 20000. (a) shows the captured
image of our approach rendering result with N = 5 million. (b) shows the captured image of
pseudo-instancing technique rendering result. (c) shows the captured image of the point-based
technique rendering result. (d), (e) and (f) are the captured images zoomed in on the area of
instances which are far away from the camera.
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per-instance level [170] [110]. The point-based technique renders a complex geometry by using a
dense of sampled points in order to reduce the computational cost in rendering [151] [101]. The
pseudo-instancing technique does not support view-frustum culling. For the comparison reason,
in our approach, we ensured all instances to be inside the view frustum of the camera by setting
a fixed position of the camera and setting fixed positions for all instances, so that all instances
are processed and rendered by our approach. The complexity of each instance rendered by the
point-based technique is selected based on its distance to the camera which is similar to our LOD
method. When an instance is near to the camera, the original mesh is used for rendering; when the
instance is located far away from the camera, a set of points are approximated as sample points
to represent the instance. In this comparison, the pseudo-instancing technique always renders the
original meshes of instances. We chose two different N values (N= 5 million and N= 10 million) for
rendering with our approach. As shown in Figure 5.7, our approach results in better performance
than the pseudo-instancing technique. This is because the number of triangles rendered by using
the pseudo-instancing technique is much larger than the number of triangles determined by the
LOD selection component of our approach. The performance of our approach becomes better than
the point-based technique as the number of N increases.
Figure 5.8 shows the comparison of visual quality among our approach, pseudo-instancing technique,
and point-based technique. The image generated from the pseudo-instancing technique represents
the original quality. Our approach can achieve better visual quality than the point-based technique.
As we can see in the top images of the figure, the instances far away from the camera rendered
by the point-based technique appear to have “holes” due to the disconnection between vertices. In
addition, the popping artifact appears when using the point-based technique. This is because the
technique uses a limited number of detail levels from the technique of discrete LOD. Our approach
avoids the popping artifact since continuous LOD representations of the instances are applied during
the rendering.
5.6 Efficiency of Multi-GPU Crowd Rendering
In the order to evaluate the efficiency of the crowd rendering using multiple GPU, we created another
large crowd scene composed of 20000 animated characters with approx. A total of 66.62 million
vertices and 112.63 million triangles. A 1200 frames walk-through camera path was created. The
instances were randomly propagated for each character. As a result, an average of 1,428 instances
are propagated for each character. All instances together consume about 3GB memory. In our
experiment, the source characters can be retained on the GPU during the runtime. The desired
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Table 5.3: Performance breakdowns for crowd rendering with stripNum = 2048. A total of 20000
animated characters (66.62 million vertices and 112.63 million triangles). The values are averaged
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0.67 — 2.37 52.95 — 0.01
Two 19.92 0.92 0.31 1.22 42.46 5.10 0.13
Three 20.28 0.99 0.56 0.91 39.86 6.40 0.19




0.64 — 11.48 55.66 — 0.01
Two 18.56 0.97 0.30 5.29 40.80 6.41 0.14
Three 19.07 1.03 0.56 3.69 38.79 7.92 0.20
Four 19.53 1.02 0.81 2.89 36.06 9.77 0.18
detail levels of the instances are determined by the LOD Selection component. The GPU Out-
of-Core component is not used since the selected vertices and triangles for those instances can be
directly assembled from the source characters on the GPUs.
Table 5.3 shows the performance breakdowns. N is the desired number of vertices returned by the
LOD selection component. The corresponding triangles can be retrieved from the preprocessed
edge-collapsing array. The monitor resolution connected to each GPU is set to 1024 × 1024. The
averaged performance increases as the number of GPUs increase which indicates that more GPUs
can provide more computational power. The LOD Selection and Load Balancing components are
executed with an object-level parallelization. Their execution times do not scale with the value
of N . The number of executions of the load balancing algorithm is equal to the logarithm of the
number of GPUs. Thus, more GPUs lead to a slightly more time of Load Balancing component.
Although the load balancing algorithm has been executed multiple times in the multi-GPU-system,
the Load Balancing component never becomes a performance bottleneck. The Simplification and
Rendering components are executed with a per-GPU triangle-level parallelization. Their execution
times increase as the value of N increases and decreases as the number of GPUs increases. The
rendering is done using OpenGL. We use per-character draw calls for the animated characters. The
rendering of the dynamic scene is more complicated than the rendering of the static scene because
the instances need to be assembled at the runtime with proper translations, skeletal animations,
and skin textures. Thus, the entire dynamic scene could not use a single call to render because
per-character properties are specified in it, such as animations and character textures. The time
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Figure 5.9: Crowd rendering performance over different values of N . The FPS is averaged over
1200 frames. The increment of N is 5M and stripNum = 2048.
Figure 5.10: The performance comparison between the use of our approach and the hardware-
accelerated psedo-instancing approach using quad-GPU. The chart is for the crowd rendering with
stripNum = 2048 and N = 10M .
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of the Frame Exchanging component is sensitive to the number of GPUs. The more GPUs are
used in the system, the more data sending and receiving operations are involved to exchange screen
portions among GPUs. Transferring those screen portions among GPUs has little cost. The display
component ports the composited frame to the monitor, which is very fast. Figure 5.9 shows the
decreasing trace of the FPS as the value of N increases. The multi-GPU systems show a significant
better FPS than the single-GPU system. As the value of N increases, the system with more GPUs
performs slightly better than the system with fewer GPUs.
In the crowd rendering experiment, we compared our approach with the pseudo-instancing tech-
nique [171]. The instancing technique is hardware accelerated and minimizes the amount of data
duplication by sharing vertices and triangles among the instances. As shown in Figure 5.10, our
approach has better performance. This is because our approach provides a significantly less and
balanced amount of triangles for each GPU to render.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Works
6.1 Conclusion
In this dissertation, I developed a novel screen partitioning load balancing algorithm. It performs
a fine-grained parallelization on the GPU at an object level and balances the vertices and triangles
assigned to GPUs upon the dynamic change of the camera’s viewpoint. This algorithm improves
the overall performance of the rendering system and increases the utilization of video memory on
each GPU.
An efficient frame exchanging method is implemented to identify and transfer portions of a rendered
frame between GPUs, rather than transferring the full screen or geometry data, which reduces the
inter-GPU communication overhead. With only transferring pixel data, the inter-GPU commu-
nication has been minimized so that the GPU-GPU communication overhead does not become a
performance bottleneck.
I also presented a multi-GPU multi-display system for rendering extremely complex 3D environ-
ments. The system has fully utilized the distributed GPU memory without replication and increase
the overall rendering performance by taking advantage of the computational power of multiple
GPUs. Each GPU in the system is driven by a single CPU core and leads one or more display mon-
itors. The 3D data is fetched from the CPU main memory and then distributed to each GPU. The
screen-space load balancing algorithm will assign a balanced workload to each GPU in a parallel
fashion. The inter-GPU communication method is used to compose the rendered frames by GPUs,
while minimizing the amount of data being transferred through PCI Express buses. The GPU
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acceleration techniques, including the parallel LOD and frame coherent-based GPU out-of-core
techniques, are integrated into the system seamlessly with the inter-device load balancing to fur-
ther reduce computational and rendering costs. The acceleration techniques guarantee a reduced,
balanced workload for CPU-GPU streaming and rendering across all GPUs while preserving the
rendering quality. The presented multi-GPU multi-display system provides a software solution for
rendering both large static CAD models and dynamic character crowd. With the efficient crowd
management approach and load balancing integrated, the system takes advantages of multi-GPU
memory and computational power. The visual appearance is well-maintained by assigned an ap-
propriate level of details for each object.
6.2 Future work
6.2.1 Parallel Load Balancing Algorithm in Cluster Rendering System
Higher performance and higher quality are always aiming direction in computer graphics. The
presented system in this dissertation has shown a great potential for fine-grained multi-GPU par-
allel rendering for extremely complex 3D environments. The load balancing algorithm will also be
suitable for a cluster-based rendering system. In that case, the workload would not only be bal-
anced among GPUs within a single workstation but also be balanced among cluster nodes. Data
transferring would not only happen between GPUs but also will happen between cluster nodes. An
additional computational cost would occur among nodes and challenge the performance.
6.2.2 Suitable Space Structure for GPU Out-of-Core Acceleration Technique
Based on the evaluation, the GPU out-of-core acceleration technique is still the major bottleneck
of the complex 3D environments rendering. It is known to be an inherent problem as already
identified in previous approaches. The sequential data streaming for CPU-to-GPU and GPU-to-
CPU results in a significant overhead although the size of frame-different data is small and only
requires a small portion of memory block for storage. Vertices and triangles of the objects are stored
linearly on the CPU. Finding a specific object to stream on the CPU requires a linear traversal
and it is time-consuming. Developing a space partitioning hierarchy which partitions the space into
several blocks and traverses the objects among each block could be a potential solution to reduce
the computational cost and speed up the GPU Out-of-Core component. In the multi-GPU system,
since each GPU is controlled by one CPU core, the out-of-core streaming would happen multiple
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times. Because the workload on each GPU is different, the amount of new data to be streamed
is also different. This could result in an imbalanced workload streaming time among GPUs. The
GPU that streams fewer data may have to wait for the GPU with more data to be steamed. A
second load balancing strategy could be considered to be added before the execution of the GPU
Out-of-Core component in order to balance the streaming workload among GPUs and CPU cores.
6.2.3 Rendering Solution for Multiple 3D Data Type Supporting
Also, more types of data could be considered, such as surface models, point clouds models and voxel
models. The load balancing algorithm proposed in this dissertation could be a potential method
to distribute those types of data at a finer primitive level. The surface model is different from
multi-object CAD models. It has a single large object that all the triangles are connected together
to form a surface. The load balancing algorithm could not be directly applied to such models.
A solution could be converting the surface model into a hierarchical spatial representation. The
connection of each triangle would be a potential challenge because the load balancing utilizes the
counts of triangles in every region. Point clouds models and voxel models could be easier to fit into
the load balancing rendering system because of the advantage of sparsely distributed elements in
these models.
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